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Abstract

For a closed and orientable surface S with genus at least 2, we prove the π1pSq-
extensions of the stabilizers of multicurves on S are hierarchically hyperbolic groups.
This answers a question of Durham, Dowdall, Leininger, and Sisto. We also include an
appendix that employs work of Charney, Cordes, and Sisto to characterize the Morse
boundaries of hierarchically hyperbolic groups whose largest acylindrical action on a
hyperbolic space is on a quasi-tree.
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1 Introduction

For an orientable closed surface S and any group G, a π1pSq-extension of G is any group E
that fits into the short exact sequence

1 Ñ π1pSq Ñ E Ñ GÑ 1.

Topologically, π1pSq-extensions arise as the fundamental groups of surface bundles.
When S has genus at least 2, the Birman exact sequence tells us that the mapping class

group of S and the mapping class group fixing a marked point z P S fit into the short exact
sequence

1 Ñ π1pSq Ñ MCGpS; zq Ñ MCGpSq Ñ 1

where π1pSq is identified with the point pushing subgroup of MCGpS; zq. This allows us to
create a π1pSq-extension of any subgroup G   MCGpSq by taking the full preimage of G in
MCGpS; zq.

Because the mapping class group of S is naturally isomorphic to the outer automorphism
group of π1pSq, every π1pSq-extension of an abstract group G produces a monodromy ho-
momorphism GÑ MCGpSq. The extension groups arising from the Birman exact sequence
are therefore the extensions whose monodromies have trivial kernel. Since a π1pSq-extension
is determined up to isomorphism by the monodromy into MCGpSq, there is an active in-
terest in understanding how properties of the monodromy influence the properties of the
π1pSq-extension group.

The first examples of π1pSq-extensions arise from 3-manifolds that fiber over the circle
with fiber S. In these examples, G � Z and Thurston’s geometerization proved that any
such 3-manifold admits a hyperbolic structure if and only if the image of the monodromy is
generated by a pseudo-Anosov element of MCGpSq; see [Ota96]. Work of Farb and Mosher
[FM02] plus Hamenstädt [Ham] expanded Thurston’s result to prove that a π1pSq-extension
of a group G is Gromov hyperbolic if and only if the monodromy has finite kernel and convex
cocompact image; see also [MS12].
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In the present work, we study the geometry of π1pSq-extensions when G is the stabilizer
in MCGpSq of a multicurve on S. While the presence of Dehn twists in G prevents these
extensions from ever being Gromov hyperbolic, we prove they are hierarchically hyperbolic.
This gives a positive answer to a question of Durham, Dowdall, Leininger, and Sisto [DDLS,
Question 1.9] asked as part of a search for a robust definition of geometric finiteness in the
mapping class group; see Section 1.1 for further discussion of this motivation.

Theorem 1.1. Let S be a closed orientable surface with genus at least 2. Let α be a mul-
ticurve on S and Gα be the stabilizer of α in MCGpSq. If Eα is the full preimage of Gα in
MCGpS; zq, then Eα is a hierarchically hyperbolic group.

Hierarchical hyperbolicity was introduced by Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto to axiom-
atizes the coarse geometric structure of the mapping class group arising from the ma-
chinery of Masur and Minsky [BHS17b, BHS19]. Masur and Minsky proved that the
curve complex is Gromov hyperbolic and used projections of MCGpSq onto the curve com-
plexes of subsurfaces of S to greatly illuminate the geometry of the mapping class group
[MM99, MM00]. A number of subsequent results built on this work, producing a beau-
tify theory of how the geometry of MCGpSq can be decoded from a combination of the
geometry of these curve complexes and combinatorial information about the subsurfaces of
S, e.g., [Beh06, BDM09, BKMM12, BM08, Bow14]. Hierarchical hyperbolicity axiomatizes
this theory, describing a class of spaces whose coarse geometry is encoded in a collection
of projections onto hyperbolic metric spaces that are organized by a set of combinatorial
relations. Remarkably, the class of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces encompasses a variety of
groups beyond the mapping class group including the fundamental group of most 3-manifolds
[BHS19], many cocompactly cubulated groups [BHS17b, HS20], Artin groups of extra large
type [HMS], and several combinations of hyperbolic groups [BR20a, RS, BR20b]. Hierar-
chical hyperbolicity also describes the coarse geometry of a number of other groups and
spaces associated to surfaces such as Teichmüller space with both the Teichmüller and Weil–
Peterson metrics [BHS17b, MM99, MM00, BKMM12, Bro03, Dur16, Raf07, EMR17], the
genus 2 handlebody group [Che20], the π1pSq-extensions of lattice Veech groups [DDLS], cer-
tain quotients of the mapping class group [BHS17a, BHMS20], and a wide variety of graphs
built from curves on surfaces [Vok17].

The hierarchical hyperbolicity of a group produces a large number of geometric and
algebraic consequences, e.g., [BHS17b, BHS19, BHS21, HHP20, RST18]. The following
corollary states some salient examples of the new results that are gained automatically as a
result of the hierarchical hyperbolicity of Eα.

Corollary 1.2. Let S be a closed orientable surface with genus at least 2. Let α be a
multicurve on S and let Eα be the full preimage in MCGpS; zq of the stabilizer of α in
MCGpSq.

1. Eα has quadratic Dehn function.

2. Eα has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite order subgroups.

3. Eα is semi-hyperbolic and hence has solvable conjugacy problem.
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Our proof of Theorem 1.1 uses the recent combinatorial hierarchical hyperbolicity ma-
chinery of Behrstock, Hagen, Martin, and Sisto [BHMS20]. The key to this approach is to
construct a hyperbolic simplicial complex Xα for Eα that is analogous to the curve complex
for MCGpSq. To define Xα, let Sz denote the surface obtained from S by adding z P S as a
marked point, and let Π: Sz Ñ S be the map given by forgetting that z is a marked point.
The vertices of Xα are all isotopy classes of curves c on Sz so that Πpcq is either contained
in or disjoint from α. There are edges between two vertices of Xα if the isotopy classes have
disjoint representatives.

We prove that Xα is not only hyperbolic, but in fact a quasi-tree. Combining this with
results on hierarchical hyperbolicity from the literature produces several additional properties
of Eα.

Theorem 1.3. The graph Xα is quasi-isometric to a tree and the group Eα has the following
properties.

� Eα acts acylindrically on Xα and this action is largest in the sense of [ABO19].

� A subgroup H   Eα is stable if and only if the orbit map of H in Xα is a quasi-isometric
embedding. In particular, every stable subgroup of Eα is virtually free.

� The Morse boundary of Eα is an ω-Cantor space.

The proof that the Morse boundary of Eα is an ω-Cantor space uses a technique developed
by Charney, Cordes, and Sisto [CCS]. In the appendix, we workout this application not just
for Eα, but for all hierarchically hyperbolic groups whose largest acylindrical action on a
hyperbolic space is on a quasi-tree.

1.1 Geometric finiteness in MCGpSq

There is a long standing and fruitful analogy between discrete subgroups of IsompHnq and
the subgroups of MCGpSq; see [KL07] for an detailed overview. In the case of IsompHnq,
the best behaved discrete subgroups are the geometrically finite subgroups and the convex
cocompact subgroups. A discrete subgroup Γ   IsompHnq is geometrically finite if Γ acts
with finite co-volume on the convex hull of its limit set, and it is convex cocompact if it
instead acts cocompactly.

Building on this analogy, Farb and Mosher defined a convex cocompact subgroup of
MCGpSq as a subgroup whose orbit in the Teichmüller space of S is quasiconvex [FM02].
Convex cocompact subgroups have since seen immense study, yielding a variety of charac-
terizations [KL08a, KL08b, DT15, BBKL20]. Notable to the study of π1pSq-extensions, a
subgroup of MCGpSq is convex cocompact if and only if the full preimage in MCGpS; zq is
Gromov hyperbolic [FM02, Ham, MS12].

While convex cocompactness has been well studied in the mapping class group, the lack of
negative curvature in the Teichmüller space of S has prevented the formulation of a robust
analogue of geometric finiteness for MCGpSq. Despite this, there are several subgroups
of MCGpSq that one could naturally consider as geometrically finite. The most notable
examples are the Veech groups, all of MCGpSq itself, and the stabilizers of multicurves on
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S. These subgroup are all not convex cocompact, but each acts with finite co-volume on a
well-behaved subset of the Teichmüller space of S.

Dowdall, Durham, Leininger, and Sisto proposed that geometric finiteness (however it is
defined) in MCGpSq should be characterized by some sort of hyperbolicity of the extension
group that encompasses Gromov hyperbolicity in the convex cocompact case [DDLS]. In
support of this idea, they proved that the full preimage in MCGpS; zq of a lattice Veech
group is hierarchically hyperbolic and asked if the same could be proven for other candidates
of geometrically finite subgroups [DDLS, Question 1.9]. Theorem 1.1 affirmatively answers
this question for the stabilizers of multicurves. Combining these results with the obser-
vation that the full preimage of the entire MCGpSq is MCGpS; zq—which is hierarchically
hyperbolic—we now know that all three of the most naturally geometrically finite subgroups
have hierarchically hyperbolic extension groups.

1.2 Outline of the paper

Section 2 reviews background material and notation on simplicial complexes, coarse geome-
try, group actions on graphs, curves on surfaces, and combinatorial hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces. In Section 3, we provide a sketch of the hierarchical hyperbolicity of Eα when α is a
single curve. Section 4 presents the criteria we will use to prove the graph Xα is a quasi-tree.

The proof that Eα is a hierarchically hyperbolic group is spread over two sections. In
Section 5, we construct the quasi-tree Xα and use it to build a combinatorial HHS that Eα
acts on non-properly. The source of this non-properness is the fact that Dehn twists in Eα will
stabilize simplices in Xα. In Section 6, we address this lack of properness by constructing
a new combinatorial HHS using a “blow-up” of the graph Xα. This blow-up of Xα will
prevent Dehn twists from fixing simplices by recording the action of twists around curves in
Xα. This in-turn causes Eα to act metrically properly on the resulting combinatorial HHS.

Section 7 is largely expository, elaborating on the hierarchically hyperbolic structure of
Eα and some of its consequences. We start by giving a description of the hierarchically
hyperbolic group structure on Eα using the topology of curves and subsurfaces. We then
use this description to show that a minor modification of the HHG structure produces an
HHG structure for Eα that has an additional property introduced by Abbott, Behrstock,
and Durham called unbounded products. This allows us to use results from the literature
plus the fact that Xα is a quasi-tree to achieve the conclusions of Theorem 1.3.

We include an appendix that shows how a technique developed by Charney, Cordes, and
Sisto to understand the Morse boundary of right-angled Artin groups and graph manifolds
groups can be extended to certain hierarchically hyperbolic groups. This extension is required
to conclude the Morse boundary of Eα is an ω-Cantor space.
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2 Background and notation

2.1 Simplicial Complexes

Throughout, ifX is a simplicial complex or graph, thenX0 will denote the set of vertices ofX.
If the notation for the simplicial complex or graph depends on some parameter, for example
CpSq, then we will instead insert the superscript 0 between the identifying symbol and the
parameter, for example, C0pSq is the vertices of the complex CpSq. We equip each graph
with the path metric coming from declaring each edge to have length 1. When considering a
simplicial complex as a metric space we will implicitly be referring to the metric space that
is the 1-skeleton of the simplicial complex equipped with this path metric.

We will make frequent use of the following notions of join, link, and star.

Definition 2.1 (Join, link, and star). Let X be a flag simplicial complex. If Y and Z are
disjoint flag subcomplexes of X so that every vertex of Y is joined by an edge to Z, then the
join of Y and Z, Y ' Z, is the subcomplex of X spanned by Y and Z. Given a subcomplex
Y of X, the link of Y , lkpY q, is the subcomplex of X spanned by the vertices of X that are
joined by an edge to all the vertices of Y . The star of Y , stpY q, is the join Y ' lkpY q.

We say a simplex ∆ of a simplicial complex X is maximal if lkp∆q � H. This is equivalent
to saying ∆ � ∆1 implies ∆ � ∆1 for any simplex ∆1. Note that the maximal simplices of
X need not all have the same number of vertices. Finally, if Y � X0, then we let X � Y
denote the subcomplex of X spanned by the vertices of X that are not in Y .

2.2 Coarse geometry and hyperbolic spaces

Throughout, when we measure the distances between sets in a metric space (or between a
set a point), we are taking the minimum distance between the two sets.

A map f : X Ñ Y between two metric spaces is a pλ, εq-quasi-isometric embedding if
λ ¥ 1 and ε ¥ 0 and for all x1, x2 P X we have

1

λ
dXpx1, x2q � ε ¤ dY pfpx1q, fpx2qq ¤ λdXpx1, x2q � ε.

A pλ, εq-quasi-isometric embedding f : X Ñ Y is a pλ, εq-quasi-isometry if for each y P Y ,
there exists x P X with dY py, fpxqq ¤ ε. Because we will largely be interested in geometry up
to quasi-isometry, we will often work with course maps instead of genuine functions. A coarse
map between metric spaces X and Y is a function f : X Ñ 2Y so that fpxq is a non-empty
subset of Y with uniformly bounded diameter for all x P X. By abuse of notation, we will
often use the notation f : X Ñ Y to signify coarse maps. We say a coarse map is a pλ, εq-
quasi-isometric embedding (resp. a quasi-isometry) if it satisfies the same inequalities given
above (with distances between sets being the minimum distance). A coarse map f : X Ñ Y
is pλ, εq-coarsely Lipschitz if

dY pfpx1q, fpx2qq ¤ λdXpx1, x2q � ε

for each x1, x2 P X.
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When X is a graph, a coarse map defined on the vertices X0 induces a coarse map on
the entire graph by sending points on edges to the union of the images of the vertices of
that edge. In this case, we will freely use the following lemma to verify a map is coarsely
Lipschitz.

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a connected graph and f : X0 Ñ Y be a coarse map. If there exist
λ ¥ 1 so that diamY pfpxqq ¤ λ for each x and dY pfpx1q, fpx2qq ¤ λ for every x1, x2 P X

0

that are joined by an edge, then the map X Ñ Y induced by f is p3λ, 0q-coarsely Lipschitz.

Proof. Let x, x1 P X0 and x � x0, x1, . . . , xn � x1 be the vertices of a geodesic in X connecting
x and x1. We have

dY pfpx0q, fpxnqq ¤
ņ

i�1

diamY pfpxi�1q Y fpxiqq ¤ 3λn � 3λdXpx0, xnq.

We will also frequently use the following criteria to prove that subsets of a graph are quasi-
isometrically embedded.

Lemma 2.3. Let H and Y be connected graphs equipped with the path metric. Suppose that
H is a subgraph of Y . If there exists a coarse map ψ : Y Ñ H so that

� ψ is the identity on H0;

� ψ is pλ, εq-coarsely Lipschitz;

then, the inclusion of H into Y is a pλ, εq-quasi-isometric embedding.

Proof. Let h1, h2 P H. Since H is a connected subgraph, we have dY ph1, h2q ¤ dHph1, h2q.
Since ψph1q � h1 and ψph2q � h2 we have dHph1, h2q ¤ λdY ph1, h2q � ε as desired.

We say that a geodesic metric space is δ-hyperbolic if for every geodesic triangle in the
space, the δ-neighborhood of any two sides covers the third side. If X and Y are quasi-
isometric geodesic metric spaces and X is δ-hyperbolic, then Y is δ1-hyperbolic for some δ1

depending on δ and the constants of the quasi-isometry X Ñ Y . A connected graph X is
0-hyperbolic if and only if X is a tree. We say that a geodesic metric space is a quasi-tree if
it is quasi-isometric to a tree.

If X is a δ-hyperbolic graph and H is a connected subgraph so that the inclusion H Ñ X
is a pλ, εq-quasi-isometric embedding, then for each x P X the set

th P H : dXpx, hq � dXpx,Hqu

is uniformly bounded in terms of δ, λ, and ε. We therefore have a coarse map p : X Ñ H
given by ppxq � x if x P H and ppxq � th P H : dXpx, hq � dXpx,Hqu if x R H. We call
this map the coarse closest point projection onto H. The coarse closest point projection is
always coarsely Lipschitz [BH99, Proposition III.Γ.3.11].
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2.3 Groups acting on graphs

Let G be a finitely generated group acting on a connected simplicial graph X by graph
automorphisms. Let ballrpxq denote the closed ball of radius r ¥ 0 in X around the vertex
x P X0. The action of G on X is metrically proper if for every r ¥ 0 and x P X0, the set

tg P G : g � ballrpxq X ballrpxq � Hu

is finite. The action of G on X is cocompact if the quotient of X by the action of G is
compact. Similarly, the action is cobounded if the quotient has finite diameter.

2.4 Surfaces, curves, and mapping class groups

Let Sng,p denote a connected orientable surface with genus g, p punctures, and n marked
points. The complexity of Sng,p is ξpSng,pq � 3g � 3 � p � n. Given a non-marked point z on
the surface S � Sng,p, let Sz denote the surface obtained from S by adding z as an additional
mark point.

By a curve on S, we mean an isotopy class of a simple closed curve on S that is essential
on S minus the marked points of S. Here, two curves are considered isotopic if they are
isotopic on S minus the marked points. We say two curves are disjoint if they are not equal
and have disjoint representatives. A multicurve on S is a set of pairwise disjoint curves on
S. For two curves c and c1, we define the intersection number, ipc, c1q, to be the minimal
number of intersections between representatives of c and c1. Note, ipc, c1q � 0 means either
c � c1 or c and c1 are disjoint.

By a subsurface of S, we mean an isotopy class of an open essential subsurface of S,
where two subsurfaces are considered isotopic if they are isotopic on S minus the marked
points. Subsurfaces of S are not required to be connected. For a subsurface U � S, we
use BU to denote the isotopy class of the curves on S that are the boundary curves for any
representative of U . If A is an annular subsurface of S, then the core curve of A is the
isotopy class of BA.

The set of all subsurface of S has a partial order denoted � and a difference denoted �.
For connected non-annular subsurfaces U and V , we write U � V if U has a representative
that is contained in a representative of V . In this case, we can subtract U from V as follows:
fix a hyperbolic metric on S and pick representatives for V and U whose boundary curves are
geodesic. The subsurface V �U is the open subsurface that is the interior of the difference of
these representatives of V and U . For an annular subsurface A and a connected subsurface
V , we write A � V if either V � A or V is not an annulus and there is a representative of
A that is a non-peripheral annulus on a representative of V . If V � A, then V �A � H. If
A � V , then there is a representative of BA that is contained in a representative of V . Define
V �A to be the isotopy class of the subsurface obtained by subtracting this representative of
BA from this representative of V . If U and V are possibly disconnected surfaces, then U � V
if every component of U is contained in some component of V , where containment is defined
in the above case of connected subsurfaces. Similarly, V � U is defined for disconnected
surfaces by extending the difference defined above over connected components.

There is also a containment relation between multicurves and subsurfaces as well as a
difference operation whenever a subsurface contains a multicurve. If U is a connected non-
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annular subsurface and a curve c has a representative that is a non-peripheral curve on some
representative of U , then we say c is contained in U and write c � U . If A is an annulus,
then the only curve that is contained in A is the core curve of A and we write c � A only
if c is the core curve of A. If every component of a multicurve µ is contained in a (possibly
disconnected) subsurface U , then we say µ is contained in U and write µ � U . We say a
collection of multicurves fills a subsurface U if U is the smallest isotopy class of subsurfaces
that contains the collection of multicurves. Any collection of curves fills a unique subsurface
which we call the fill of that collection. Note, since we are considering an annulus to contain
its core curve, the fill of a single curve c is the annulus with core curve c. If a curve c is
contained in U , and U is the annulus with core curve c, then U � c � H. Otherwise, U � c
is the isotopy class of the subsurface obtained by deleting the representative of c that is
contained in a representative of U . We extend this to define U � µ for a multicurve that is
contained in the subsurface U .

Two subsurfaces are disjoint if they have no connected components in common and have
disjoint representative. If the subsurfaces U and V are not disjoint and neither contains the
other, we say U and V overlap. A curve c and subsurface U are disjoint if the annulus with
core curve c is disjoint from U . This extends to define the disjointness of a multicurve and
a subsurface. If a multicurve µ is not disjoint from a subsurface U , then we say µ and U
intersect. If the multicurve µ intersects a subsurface U , but is disjoint from BU , then some
component of µ is contained in U and we let µX U denote this subset of components of µ.

A pants subsurface is any subsurface homeomorphic to Sn0,p with p � n � 3. Given a
subsurface U of S we call a multicurve that is contained in U and has maximal cardinality
among multicurves on U a pants decomposition of U . Note, when U has any annular compo-
nents, then every pants decomposition of U contains the core curve for each of the annular
components of U .

The mapping class group, MCGpSq, of a surface S is the group of diffeomorphism of
S modulo isotopies that fix the marked points. If z P S is not a marked point, then
MCGpS; zq is the subgroup of MCGpSzq that fixes the marked point z. When S � S0

g,p,
then MCGpS; zq � MCGpSzq. The point pushing subgroup, PushpS; zq, is the subgroup of
MCGpS; zq comprised of all pushes of the point z along loops in S based at z. The Birman
exact sequence tells us that PushpS; zq is naturally isomorphic to π1pSq and is the kernel of
the surjective map MCGpS; zq Ñ MCGpSq induced by forgetting the marked point z.

2.5 Complexes of curves and subsurface projection

Let S � Sng,p. Given a non-annular subsurface U � S, the curve complex, CpUq, of U is
the flag simplicial complex whose vertices are curves on U and with an edge between two
distinct curves if they are disjoint. If U is connected and has complexity 1, then all curves
of U intersect, so we modify the definition of the edges to allow for an edge between any two
curves that intersect minimally on U—twice if pg, p�nq � p0, 4q and once if pg, p�nq � p1, 1q.

When U is an annulus, then CpUq has an alternative description and is often called the
annular complex instead of the curve complex. To define CpUq when U is an annulus, fix
a complete hyperbolic metric on S where the marked points are viewed as punctures. LetrU be the annular cover of S corresponding to the annulus U equipped with the lift of this
hyperbolic metric on S. Let pU denote the compactification of rU to a closed annulus obtained
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from the usual compactification of the hyperbolic plane. The vertex set of CpUq is the set

of isotopy classes (relative the boundary at infinity of pU) of paths that connect the two

boundary components of pU . Two vertices of the annular complex CpUq are then joined by
an edge if they have representatives with disjoint interiors.

Masur and Minsky proved that CpUq is hyperbolic in all cases where it is non-empty
[MM99]. A number of other authors have since proved that the constant of hyperbolicity is
independent of the surface S or subsurface U [Aou13, Bow14, CRS14, HPW15].

For each subsurface U � S, Masur and Minsky defined a subsurface projection map
πU : C0pSq Ñ 2CpUq. We direct the reader to [MM00] for the full definition of the projection
maps and instead recall the properties we will need for the present work.

Lemma 2.4 ([MM00, Lemma 2.3]). Let c and c1 be curves on a surface S and U be a
non-pants subsurface of S.

� πUpcq � H if and only if c intersects U and c � BU when U is an annulus.

� diampπUpcqq ¤ 3 whenever πUpcq � H.

� If c and c1 are disjoint, then dCpUqpπUpαq, πUpβqq ¤ 2 whenever πUpcq and πUpc
1q are

both non-empty. If additionally c1 � U , then every curve in πUpcq will not intersect
c1 � πUpc

1q.

Notation 2.5. When c and c1 are two curves with πUpcq � H and πUpc
1q � H, we use

dUpc, c
1q to denote dCpUqpπUpcq, πUpc

1qq. As before this is the minimum distance between the
sets πUpcq and πUpc

1q.

Distances in the curve complex are known to be bounded above in terms of the intersec-
tion number of curves; for example [Bow06]. This means we can modify the edge relation
in CpUq to allow for a uniformly bounded number of intersections between curves without
changing the quasi-isometry type of CpUq. In our case, it will sometimes be convenient to
work with the following variant of the curve complex that is quasi-isometric to CpUq.

Definition 2.6 (Modified curve graph). For a non-annular, non-pants subsurface U � S,
define C 1pUq to be the graph with has vertex set C0pUq and with an edge between curves
if they are either disjoint or intersect at most 4 times inside of a connected complexity 1
subsurface of S.

When S is a closed surface and z P S, the map Π: Sz Ñ S induced by forgetting
the marked point z has the property that the image of every essential curve on Sz is still
essential on S. Thus, Π induces a map Π: C0pSzq Ñ C0pSq. A theorem of Kent, Leininger,
and Schleimer proves that the preimage of a curve on under Π is a tree.

Theorem 2.7 ([KLS09, Theorem 7.1]). Let S � S0
g,0 with g ¥ 2. For each α P C0pSq, the

subset of CpSzq spanned by Π�1pαq is a tree.

The pants graph, PpSq, of a surface S is the graph whose vertices are all pants decom-
position of S and where two pants decompositions ρ and ρ1 are joined by an edge if there
exists curves c P ρ and c1 P ρ1 such that pρ� cqY c1 � ρ1 and c and c1 are joined by an edge in
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Figure 1: Replacing the gray curve in each picture with the black curve it intersects gives
an example of the two different types of flip moves in the pants graph.

the curve complex of the complexity 1 component of S � pρ� cq. Pictorially, edges in PpSq
correspond to one of the two “flip” moves shown in Figure 1.

A marking: µ of a surface S is a set tpc1, t1q, . . . , pck, tkqu where c1, . . . , ck are curves that
make a pants decomposition of S and each ti is a vertex of the annular complex for the
annulus whose core curve is ci. We use basepµq to denote the set tc1, . . . , cku and markarcpµq
to denote tt1, . . . , tku. A marking µ is clean if for each i P t1, . . . , ku, the arc ti is the
lift of a curve c1i such that c1i and ci fill a complexity 1 subsurface U and dUpc

1
i, ciq � 1.

Given a marking µ and a non-pants subsurface U , Masur and Minsky defined the subsurface
projection of µ as follows:

� If U is an annulus with core curve ci P basepµq, then πUpµq � ti.

� If U is any other subsurface, then πUpµq � πUpbasepµqq.

Masur and Minsky defined the marking graph MpSq. This graph has the set of all clean
markings of S as vertices, with edges defined by a “twist move” and a “flip plus clean-up”
move. The next result summarizes the properties of the marking graph that we will need.

Theorem 2.8 ([MM00]). The marking graph MpSq is a proper connected graph with the
following properties:

1. The action of MCGpSq on S induces a metrically proper and cocompact action of
MCGpSq on MpSq by isometries.

2. There is a function f : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q depending only on S so that for any two clean
markings µ, ν P MpSq if dUpµ, νq ¤ r for each non-pants subsurface U � S, then
dMpSqpµ, νq ¤ fprq.

3. There is D ¡ 0 depending only on S so that for each (not necessarily clean) marking
µ, there exists a set of clean markings clpµq satisfying:

� basepµ1q � basepµq for each µ1 P clpµq;

� for each pci, tiq P µ and pci, t
1
iq P µ

1 we have dUipti, t
1
iq ¤ 3 where Ui is the annulus

with core curve ci;

� clpµq has diameter at most D in MpSq.

The set of clear markings clpµq defined in Item 3 of Theorem 2.8 are called the clean
markings compatible with µ. Item 2 is a special case of Masur and Minsky’s celebrated
distance formula for the marking graph; see [MM00, Theorem 6.12].

:What we call a marking, Masur and Minsky called a complete marking. As we will have no need for
incomplete markings, we forgo the distinction.
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2.6 Combinatorial HHSs

Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto’s original definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space required
the construction of a large number of hyperbolic spaces and the verification of nine axioms
[BHS19]. Recently, Behrstock, Hagen, Martin, and Sisto introduced combinatorial hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic spaces which reduces the construction of a hierarchically hyperbolic space to
the construction of a pair of spaces pX,W q [BHMS20]. As we will not need to work directly
with the full definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space, we will forgo giving the definition
and instead describe the combinatorial HHS machinery.

The starting place for a combinatorial hierarchically hyperbolic space is a pair of spaces
pX,W q where X is a flag simplicial complex and W is an graph whose vertices are all the
maximal simplices of X. We call such a graph W an X-graph. To help illuminate the
definitions we will maintain a running example where X will be the curve complex CpSq and
W is the pants graph PpSq; PpSq is a CpSq-graph as pants decompositions of S are exactly
the vertices of the maximal simplices in CpSq.

The definition of a combinatorial HHS pX,W q includes a number of properties that the
pair pX,W q need to satisfy. Stating these properties requires a bit of set up. First, we need
the following augmented version of X.

Definition 2.9 (Augmented graph). If W is an X-graph for the flag simplicial complex X,
we define the W -augmented graph X�W as the graph with the same vertex set as X and
with two types of edges:

1. (X-edge) If two vertices x1, x2 P X
0 are joined by an edge in X, then x1 and x2 are

joined by an edge in X�W .

2. (W -edge) If ∆1 and ∆2 are maximal simplices of X that are joined by an edge in W ,
then each vertex of ∆1 is joined by an edge to each vertex of ∆2 in X�W .

Example 2.10. For the case of pCpSq,PpSqq, the augmented graph CpSq�PpSq is a copy
of CpSq with additional edges between curves that intersect minimally in a complexity 1
subsurface.

Next we define an equivalence relation among simplices of X.

Definition 2.11. Let ∆ and ∆1 be simplices of the flag simplicial complex X. We write
∆ � ∆1 if lkp∆q � lkp∆1q. We define the saturation of ∆, Satp∆q, to be the set of vertices
of X contained in a simplex in the �-equivalence class of ∆. That is x P Satp∆q if and only
if there exists ∆1 � ∆ so that x is a vertex of ∆1.

Example 2.12. If ∆ is a simplex of CpSq, then ∆ defines a subsurface U∆ that is the disjoint
union of all the non-pants components of S �∆. The link of ∆ in CpSq is then spanned by
all curves on U∆, that is, lkp∆q � CpU∆q. Two simplices ∆ and ∆1 will therefore have equal
links if and only if U∆ � U∆1 . Further, the saturation of ∆ will be the set of curves of on
S � U∆ plus the curves in BU∆, that is, Satp∆q � C0pS � U∆q Y BU∆. This is because every
non-peripheral curve on S � U∆ is part of a pants decomposition of S � U∆, and the join of
this pants decomposition with BU∆ produces a simplex ∆1 with U∆1 � U∆.
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Finally we define two subspaces of X�W that are associated to every simplex of X.

Definition 2.13. Let X be a flag simplicial complex and let W be an X-graph. For each
simplex ∆ of X, define

� Y∆ to be X�W � Satp∆q;

� Hp∆q to be the subgraph of Y∆ spanned by the vertices in lkp∆q.

For Hp∆q, we are taking the link in X, not in X�W , and then considering the subgraph of
Y∆ induced by those vertices. We give both Y∆ and Hp∆q their intrinsic path metrics. By
construction, we have Y∆ � Y∆1 and Hp∆q � Hp∆1q whenever ∆ � ∆1.

Example 2.14. As discussed in Example 2.12, for a simplex ∆ of CpSq, the saturation of
∆ is the set of curves on S � U∆ plus the multicurve BU∆. Thus CpSq � Satp∆q is spanned
by the set of all curves that intersect U∆. The space Y∆ is then CpSq � Satp∆q with extra
edges between curves that intersect minimally in a complexity 1 subsurface of S. Because
lkp∆q � CpU∆q, the space Hp∆q is a copy of CpU∆q with additional edges between pairs of
curves that intersect minimally in a complexity 1 subsurface of U∆.

We can now state the definition of a combinatorial hierarchically hyperbolic space.

Definition 2.15 (Combinatorial HHS). Let δ ¥ 0, X be a flag simplicial complex, and W
be an X-graph. The pair pX,W q is a δ-combinatorial HHS if the following are satisfied.

1. Any chain of the form lkp∆1q � lkp∆2q � � � � � lkp∆nq where each ∆i is a non-maximal
simplex of X has length at most δ.

2. The W -augmented graph X�W is connected and δ-hyperbolic.

3. For each non-maximal simplex ∆ � X, the space Hp∆q is δ-hyperbolic and the inclu-
sion Hp∆q Ñ Y∆ is a pδ, δq-quasi-isometric embedding.

4. Whenever ∆1 and ∆2 are non-maximal simplices for which there exists a non-maximal
simplex Λ such that lkpΛq � lkp∆1q X lkp∆2q and diampHpΛqq ¥ δ, then there exists a
simplex Ω in the link of ∆2 so that lkp∆2 ' Ωq � lkp∆1q and all simplices Λ as above
satisfy lkpΛq � lkp∆2 ' Ωq.

5. For each non-maximal simplex ∆ and x, y P lkp∆q, if x and y are not joined by an
X-edge of X�W but are joined by a W -edge of X�W , then there exits simplices Λx,Λy

so that ∆ � Λx,Λy and x ' Λx, y ' Λy are vertices of W that are joined by an edge
of W .

Remark 2.16. We will colloquially refer to conditions (1), (4), and (5) as the combinatorial
conditions and conditions (2) and (3) as the geometric conditions.

Example 2.17. For pCpSq,PpSqq, the spaces Hp∆q are hyperbolic because they are quasi-
isometric to CpU∆q. This is because distances in CpU∆q are bounded above by the intersection
number of curves. Because the space Y∆ is spanned by curves that intersect the subsurface
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U∆, subsurface projection gives a coarsely Lipschitz map πU∆
: Y∆ Ñ Hp∆q. This makes

Hp∆q quasi-isometrically embedded in Y∆ by Lemma 2.3.
For the combinatorial conditions, observe that lkp∆q � lkp∆1q if and only if U∆ � U∆1 .

Thus, the finite complexity of S gives a uniform bound on chains of properly nested links of
simplices. For Item 4, it suffices to verify the condition for simplices ∆1 and ∆2 where U∆1

and U∆2 overlap. Let Q be the largest subsurface contained in both U∆1 and U∆2 , then let
Γ be a simplex so that ∆1 ' Γ is a pants decomposition of S � Q, The desired simplex Ω
will be Γ joined with the set of boundary curves of Q that are not curves of ∆1. For Item
5, if x and y are two curves joined by a PpSq-edge but not a CpSq-edge, then x and y fill a
complexity 1 subsurface V . If x and y are in the link of ∆, then V � U∆. Hence, we can find
Λx and Λy by taking the join of ∆ with BU∆ and pants decompositions of U∆ that contain
x and y respectively.

When pX,W q is a combinatorial HHS, the space W is a hierarchically hyperbolic space.
Further, a group G will be hierarchically hyperbolic if it acts as described below on both X
and W . In Section 7, we provide a brief summary of the salient parts of the definition of
hierarchical hyperbolicity as well as a description of the hierarchically hyperbolic structure
imparted on combinatorial HHSs.

Theorem 2.18 ([BHMS20, Theorem 1.18, Remark 1.19]). If pX,W q is a δ-combinatorial
HHS, then W is connected and a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Further, a finitely generated
group G will be a hierarchically hyperbolic group if

1. G acts on X by simplicial automorphisms with finitely many orbits of links of simplices;

2. the action of G on maximal simplices of X induces a metrically proper and cobounded
action of G on W by isometries.

Remark 2.19. We emphasis that there is no a priori requirement that either X or W is
connected. In the proof of Theorem 2.18, it is shown that the definition of a combinatorial
HHS implies W is connected; see Sections 1 and 5.2 of [BHMS20]. We will take advantage
of this in Section 5 to skip a direct proof of connectedness for our combinatorial HHS.

3 A sketch of the proof

Before embarking on the work for our main result, we give an outline of the proof in the case
where α is a single curve on S. This case captures all of the key ideas of our proof while
avoiding some technicalities that arise from α having multiple components. Recall, Sz is the
surface obtained from S by adding z as a marked point of S. Let Gα be the stabilizer of α
in MCGpSq and Eα be the preimage of Gα in MCGpS; zq. Let Π: Sz Ñ S be the map that
forgets the marked point. Because S is closed, Π induces a map Π: C0pSzq Ñ C0pSq.

Our first step is to build a combinatorial HHS pXα,Wαq where the vertex stabilizers of
Eα on Wα are each generated by Dehn twists about disjoint curves. Let Fα be the subset
of CpSzq spanned by Π�1pαq. A theorem of Kent, Leininger, and Schleimer (Theorem 2.7)
established that Fα is a tree. While Fα is a hyperbolic space that Eα acts on, this action
only “sees” the action of the π1pSq � PushpS; zq subgroup of Eα; we need our hyperbolic
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space Xα to “see” the action of all of Eα. To accomplish this, we define Xα to be the
subset of CpSzq spanned by the preimages of all curves in the star of α in CpSq. That is
X0
α � tc P C0pSzq : Πpcq is disjoint from or equal to αu.

The rationale for this choice of Xα is that the star of α in CpSq plus the pants graph on
the surface S � α make a combinatorial HHS that sees all of the action of Gα except for
Dehn twists. Thus, by including the preimage of the whole star of α, we capture both the
π1pSq portion and the Gα portion of Eα.

The key lemma we prove about Xα is that it is Fα-guided. This means for each vertex
x P X0

α � Fα, the set lkpxq X Fα is a subtree Tx of Fα and if x, y are adjacent vertices of Xα,
then Tx X Ty is non-empty. This allows for points in Xα to be connected by well behaved
paths in Fα instead of Xα, and allows us to prove that Xα is a quasi-tree using a variant of
Manning’s bottleneck criteria.

The maximal simplices of Xα are pants decomposition of Sz that use only curves in Xα.
Our Xα-graph Wα is therefore defined analogously to the pants graph: the vertices are pants
decomposition using only curves in Xα with an edge between two pants decompositions that
differ by flipping one curve to another curve that intersects it at most 4 times. The choice of
intersection number 4 to define the edges is because 4 is the smallest number of intersections
that two distinct element of Fα can have inside of a 4-punctured sphere subsurface.

For a multicurve µ � Xα, we define a complementary subsurface Uµ to be the subsurface
filled by the curves in the Xα-link of µ. Because the edges of Xα correspond to disjointness of
curves, the nesting of links in Xα can then be translated into the nesting of complementary
subsurfaces in Sz. Thus, the combinatorial conditions for pXα,Wαq to be a combinatorial
HHS follow from the topology of the subsurfaces of the complementary subsurfaces similarly
to how they are proved in the case of the pants graph.

For the geometric conditions, we split the links of multicurves into two cases. If µ is a
simplex for Xα so that α � Πpµq, then every curve on the subsurface Sz � µ is a curve in
Xα. Thus, the link of µ in Xα will be the entire curve complex CpSz � µq. This means we
can prove the quasi-isometric embedding and hyperbolicity conditions using the subsurface
projection map πSz�µ. On the other hand, if α � Πpµq, then not every curve on Sz � µ
will be a curve in Xα and the link of µ in Xα is some proper subcomplex of CpSz � µq.
This makes using the subsurface projection map πSz�µ problematic, as we might get a curve
that is not in Xα when we project a curve in Xα � Satpµq to Sz � µ. Instead, we show
that Xα � Satpµq is still guided by the fiber Fα because α � Πpµq. This implies lkpµq will
be a quasi-tree like Xα, and allows us to build a coarsely Lipschitz map onto lkpµq by first
mapping a curve x P X0

α�Satpµq into the fiber Fα and then taking a closest point projection
in Fα to lkpµq X Fα.

Once we have proved pXα,Wαq is a combinatorial HHS, we need to modify both spaces
to produce a combinatorial HHS where Eα has a metrically proper action. Since the Eα-
stabilizer of a vertex of Wα is generated by the Dehn twists around the curves in the pants
decomposition, we need to modify Xα to account for these Dehn twists. We do this by
“blowing up” each vertex of Xα as follows: for each curve c P Xα, we add as additional
vertices the set Bpcq of vertices of the annular complex for the annulus with core curve c.
We add an edge between c and each element of Bpcq as well as between each element of Bpcq
and every element of Bpc1q Y tc1u whenever c and c1 are disjoint. We use BpXαq to denote
this blow-up of Xα.
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The maximal simplices of BpXαq are now (non-clean) markings on Sz, and we define the
graph BpWαq to have vertices all the markings that are maximal simplices of BpXαq with
edges corresponding to both twist and flip moves. Since the vertices of BpWαq are markings
instead of pants decompositions, the action of Eα on BpWαq will be metrically proper. At
almost all steps, the proof that pBpXαq, BpWαqq is a combinatorial HHS reduces to the proof
that pXα,Wαq is an combinatorial HHS. The only truly new conditions to be verified are the
geometric conditions for the links of simplices µ where µ is a pants decomposition with all
but one curve c marked. The hyperbolic space associated to such a link is quasi-isometric
to the annular complex of the annulus with core curve c, thus we can use the subsurface
projection onto this annulus to verify the quasi-isometric embedding condition.

4 Tree guided spaces

We now introduce the technique that we will use to verify that a graph or simplicial complex
is a quasi-tree.

Definition 4.1. Let X be a graph and F � X be a connected subgraph. For each x P X0

define Lpxq � txu if x P F and Lpxq � lkpxq X F if x R F . We say X is F -guided if

1. for each x P X0, Lpxq is a non-empty connected subset of F ;

2. if x, y P X0 are joined by an edge, then either x, y P F or Lpxq X Lpyq is a non-empty
connected subset of F .

When F is a tree and X is F -guided, then we say X is tree guided.

The key property imparted by Definition 4.1 is that every path in the graph X produces
a connected subset of the guiding subgraph F connecting the end points of the path.

Definition 4.2. Let X be a graph and F � X be a connected subgraph so that X is F -
guided. If γ is an edge path in X with vertices x1, . . . , xn, the sequence Lpx1q, . . . , Lpxnq is
called the F -sequence for γ. Definition 4.1 implies that for any edge path of X, the union
of the Lpxiq in the F -sequence is a connected subset of F .

The main result we will need is that tree guided graphs are quasi-isometric to trees.

Lemma 4.3. Let X be a graph and F � X be a connected subgraph. If X is F -guided and
F is a tree, then X is uniformly a quasi-isometric to a tree.

To prove Lemma 4.3, we use the following variant of Manning’s bottleneck criteria
[Man05]. A proof of the this variant was given in Proposition 2.3 of [DDLS].

Proposition 4.4 ([Man05, DDLS]). Let X be a graph. Suppose that there exists a constant
R with the following property: for each pair of vertices w,w1 P X there exists an edge
path ηpw,w1q from w to w1 so that for any vertex v of ηpw,w1q, any path from w to w1 in
X intersects ballRpvq. Then X is quasi-isometric to a tree, with quasi-isometry constants
depending on R only.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. For each x, y P X0, let ρpx, yq be the shortest path in F connecting
Lpxq to Lpyq in F . Define ηpx, yq to be the edge path spanned by xY ρpx, yq Y y. Let γ be
any edge path of X connecting x and y. The F -sequence for γ gives a connected subset of
F that contains the end points of ρpx, yq. Since F is a tree, the F -sequence of γ must then
contain all of ρpx, yq. In particular, for each v P ρpx, yq, the path γ must intersect the ball of
radius 1 around v. Hence, X is a uniformly quasi-isometric to a tree by Proposition 4.4.

We will also need the following lemma that will allow us to preserve F -guidedness when
removing a set of vertices that are distinct from F .

Lemma 4.5. Let X be a graph and F � X be a connected subgraph so that X is F -guided.
If Z � X0 with Z X F � H, then X � Z is F -guided

Proof. Because Z X F � H, the set Lpxq is unchanged for each vertex x P X � Z. Further,
if x1 and x2 are adjacent vertices of X � Z, then they are also adjacent vertices of X and
either x1, x2 P F or Lpx1q X Lpx2q is a non-empty connected subset of F as desired.

We conclude by recording a more general version of Lemma 4.3 that will we will not
need, but maybe useful for future work.

Lemma 4.6. Let X be a graph and F � X be a connected subgraph. If X is F -guided,
then X is p2, 0q-quasi-isometric to the graph obtained from F by adding a vertex vx for each
x P X0 � F 0 and connecting vx to every vertex of Lpxq. Moreover, if F is hyperbolic and
each Lpxq is uniformly quasiconvex in F , then X is hyperbolic.

Proof. Let pF denote the graph obtained from F by adding a vertex vx for each x P X0 �F 0

and connecting vx to every vertex of Lpxq. Let f : pF Ñ X by fpwq � w for w P F and
fpvxq � x for x P X0 � F 0.

We first prove that f is a quasi-isometry. Let z1 � w0, w1, . . . , wn � z2 be the vertices
of the pF -geodesic connecting z1, z2 P pF 0. Since X is F -guided, fpw0q, fpw1q, . . . , fpwnq are
the vertices of a path in X connecting fpz1q and fpz2q. Thus, dXpfpz1q, fpz2qq ¤ d

pF pz1, z2q

for all z1, z2 P pF . For the other inequality, assume fpz1q and fpz2q are joined by an edge of

X while z1, z2 are not joined by an edge of pF . This only occurs if z1 � vx and z2 � vy for
x, y P X0 � F 0. Since fpz1q � vx and fpz2q � vy are joined by an edge of X, the second
condition in the definition of a F -guided space ensures that Lpxq X Lpyq � H. But this

means d
pF px, yq � 2. Hence, we have d

pF pz1, z2q ¤ 2dXpfpz1q, fpz2qq for all z1, z2 P pF .
When F is hyperbolic and each Lpxq is uniformly quasiconvex in F , Proposition 2.6 of

[KR14] shows that the pF is hyperbolic with constant depending only on the hyperbolicity
of F and the quasiconvexity constant of the Lpxq’s. Since X is uniformly quasi-isometric topF , X must be hyperbolic as well.

5 A combinatorial HHS without annuli

Fix a closed surface S � S0
g,0 with g ¥ 2 and let Sz be the surface obtained from S by making

z P S a marked point. Fix a multicurve α on S and let Gα be the stabilizer of α in MCGpSq.
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Let Eα be the full preimage in MCGpS; zq of Gα. Recall that the map Π: C0pSzq Ñ C0pSq
is the map on curves induced by removing the marked point of Sz.

In this section, we build a combinatorial HHS pXα,Wαq on which Eα acts with large
vertex stabilizers. In Section 6, we will modify pXα,Wαq to produce a combinatorial HHS
denoted pBpXαq, BpWαqq where Eα does have a metrically proper action on BpWαq. As we
can reduce the proof for pBpXαq, BpWαqq to the case of pXα,Wαq, this intermediate step
allows us to present a simpler and more transparent proof. Further, the spaces Xα and Wα

are of intrinsic interest as they are the most direct analogues of the curve complex and pants
graph for Eα.

5.1 Definition of Xα and Wα

We define the hyperbolic space Xα by taking the preimage of the star of the multicurve α
under the marked point forgetting map Π: C0pSzq Ñ C0pSq.

Definition 5.1. Define Xα to be the subgraph of CpSzq spanned by the curves c so that
Πpcq is either disjoint from or contained in α on S. If α1, . . . , αm are the curves comprising
α, then define Fi to be the subset of Xα � CpSzq spanned by Π�1pαiq. We call Fi the fiber
over αi. By Theorem 2.7, Fi is a tree for each i P t1, . . . ,mu.

The vertices of simplices of Xα are precisely the multicurves on Sz whose components
are all curves in Xα. Thus, we will freely go between a multicurve of curves in Xα and the
simplex its vertices span.

We will exploit the fact that the fibers Fi are trees to prove Xα is itself a quasi-tree. Our
key tool is the fact that whenever a simplex µ does not intersect a fiber Fi, then the link of
µ intersects Fi in a subtree of Fi.

Lemma 5.2. Let µ be a simplex in Xα, and suppose there exists a fiber Fi so that µXFi � H.
For all a1, a2 P lkpµq X Fi, there is a path in lkpµq X Fi connecting a1 to a2.

Proof. Let µ � Xα be a simplex and Fi be a fiber so that µX Fi � H. This means Πpµq is
disjoint from αi on S ensuring that lkpµq X Fi � H. Let a1, a2 P lkpµq X Fi. We prove by
induction on the intersection number ipa1, a2q that a1 is connected to a2 in lkpµq X Fi.

The base case of ipa1, a2q � 0 is automatic since ipa1, a2q � 0 implies a1 is joined to a2

by an edge of Fi and this edge is in lkpµq X Fi since a1, a2 P lkpµq.
Assume that the lemma holds for curves of lkpµq X Fi that intersect strictly less than n

times and suppose 0   ipa1, a2q � n. Since a1 and a2 are not disjoint and are both elements
of Fi, we know a1Ya2 must form a bigon that contains the marked point of Sz. In particular,
there exists an innermost bigon of a1Ya2 around the marked point. We can surger a2 across
this inner most bigon as shown in Figure 2 to produce a curve a12 so that a12 is disjoint from
a2 and ipa1, a

1
2q   n. Now, a12 is disjoint from µ on Sz, since a2 is disjoint from µ on Sz.

Further, a12 P Fi since a12 would be isotopic to a2 if the marked point of Sz was removed.
Thus, a12 P lkpµq X Fi with ipa1, a

1
2q   n and the induction hypothesis implies the path in Fi

from a1 to a12 is contained in lkpµq. Since ipa2, a
1
2q � 0, this gives a path in lkpµq X Fi from

a1 to a2.
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a1 a2

a12

Figure 2

Using Lemma 5.2, we can prove Xα is a quasi-tree by proving it is Fi-guided for each
fiber Fi.

Proposition 5.3. For each i P t1, . . . ,mu, the graph Xα is Fi-guided. In particular, Xα is
uniformly quasi-isometric to a tree.

Proof. Since each fiber Fi is a tree, the final clause follows from the first clause by Lemma
4.3.

Fix a fiber Fi over αi. For x P X0
α, define Lipxq � txu if x P Fi and Lipxq � lkpxq X Fi if

x R Fi. By definition of Xα, Lipxq is a non-empty subset of Fi for all x P X0
α, and by Lemma

5.2, Lipxq is connected. We now verify the second requirement of being Fi-guided: that x
being adjacent to y in Xα implies x, y P Fi or Lipxq X Lipyq is non-empty and connected.

Let x, y P X0
α be joined by an edge in Xα. Thus, x and y are disjoint curves on Sz.

Without loss of generality, assume x R Fi. If y P Fi, then y P Lipxq by definition and we are
done because Lipxq X Lipyq � tyu. We can therefore assume y R Fi as well. Similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.2, we will use induction on intersection number to prove that there exists
a curve a in LipxqXLipyq. Since Fi is a tree and Lipxq and Lipyq are already connected, this
suffices to prove Lipxq X Lipyq is connected.

Let a be any curve in Lipxq. If ipa, yq � 0, then a P Lipyq by definition, so suppose
ipa, yq ¡ 0. Since a P Fi and y R Fi, we must have that Πpyq and Πpaq are disjoint on S.
Thus, y and a must form an innermost bigon that contains the marked point of Sz. We can
surger a across the marked point, to produce a curve a1 with ipa1, yq   ipa, yq and a1 disjoint
from x (this surgery is identical to the surgery in Figure 2 with y � a1, a2 � a an a12 � a1).
Since a1 is obtained from a by surgery across the marked point, Πpaq � Πpa1q. This means
a1 P Fi and we have a1 P Lipxq. Since ipa1, yq   ipa, yq, we can now induct on the intersection
number to find a2 P Lipxq with ipa2, yq � 0. Such a curve a2 will be in Lipyq by the definition
of edges in Xα.

The next lemma verifies that the maximal simplices of Xα are exactly the pants decom-
position of Sz consisting of curves in X0

α. We give a more technical version of this fact that
we will need later.

Lemma 5.4. Let Q be any subsurface of Sz and γ be a (possibly empty) multicurve on Q.
If both γ and BQ are simplices of Xα, then there exists a pants decomposition τ of Q so that
γ � τ � X0

α.

Proof. First we show that we can assume Q has no annular components without losing any
generality. Since BQ � Xα, the core curve of every annular component of Q is a curve of
X0
α. Thus, if Q0 is the union of the non-annular components of Q and τ0 � Xα is a pants
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decomposition of Q0 containing γ X Q0, then we can define τ to be the union of τ0 and
the core curves of the annular components of Q. Hence, we can assume Q has no annular
component.

In addition to assuming Q has no annular component, we can also assume Q has no pants
components as pairs of pants do not contain any curves. These two assumptions mean that
ΠpQq does not contain any annular components.

If ΠpQq � S � α, then every curve on Q must be a curve in Xα. This means any pants
decomposition of Q that contains γ is a simplex of Xα.

Assume then that ΠpQq � S � α. Since BQ is a simplex of Xα, no component of α
will intersect BΠpQq � ΠpBQq. Because ΠpQq has no annular components, the only way for
ΠpQq � S � α without α intersecting BΠpQq is for a curve of α to be contained in ΠpQq.

If Q does not contain the marked point z, then Π restricted to Q is a homeomorphism.
Hence, for each curve αi P α X ΠpQq there is exactly one curve ai on Q with Πpaiq � αi.
Thus, there is a multicurve η that contains all of the curves of Π�1pαq that are on Q.
Moreover, every curve of Q � η is a curve in Xα. Therefore, any pants decomposition of Q
that contains η will be a simplex of Xα. Since γ � Xα, γ cannot intersect η. Hence any
pants decomposition τ that contains γ Y η will suffice.

Finally, assume Q does contain the marked point z. If Q � γ has a pants component P
that contains the marked point, then Π restricted to Q�P is a homeomorphism. Hence, the
same reasoning as the previous paragraph yields a pants decomposition τ 1 of Q�P that is a
simplex of Xα and contains γXpQ�P q. The desired simple is then τ � τ 1Yγ. If Q�γ does
not have a pants component that contains the marked point, then for some αi P α X ΠpQq
there exist a1, a2 P Π�1pαiq so that a1, a2 � Q and Q � pa1 Y a2q has a pants component P
that contains the marked point. We can additionally choose a1 and a2 so that every curve
of γ is either equal to or disjoint from each ai. As before, there is a pants decomposition τ 1

of Q� P that is a simplex of Xα and contains γ X pQ� P q. In this case τ � τ 1 Y a1 Y a2 is
the desired pants decomposition.

We now define the Xα-space Wα.

Definition 5.5. Define Wα to be the the following graph.

� Vertices: Maximal simplices of Xα.

� Edges: Distinct vertices ρ and ρ1 are joined by an edge if there exists curves c P ρ and
d P ρ1 so that ipc, dq ¤ 4 and ρ � pρ1 � dq Y c.

By Lemma 5.4, the vertices of Wα are all pants decomposition of Sz that are built from
curves in Xα. Two such pants decomposition are joined by an edge precisely when they
differ by at most one curve that intersect at most 4 times. Hence, Wα is an analogue of the
pants graph for the group Eα.

5.2 Combinatorial conditions for pXα,Wαq

This subsection is devoted to verifying that pXα,Wαq satisfies the combinatorial properties
of the definition of combinatorial HHS (Items 1, 4, and 5 of Definition 2.15). We start by
explaining how the combinatorics of links of simplices of Xα are encoded in the topology
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of subsurfaces of Sz. Through out this subsection, lkp�q will denote links in the simplicial
complex Xα.

Definition 5.6 (Subsurfaces complementary to a multicurve). Given a simplex µ of Xα,
define Uµ to be the (possibly disconnected) subsurface filled by the curves of Xα that are
disjoint from µ. That is, Uµ is the subsurface filled by the curves in lkpµq.

The subsurface Uµ is automatically a subsurface of Sz � µ, but Uµ might be strictly
smaller than the collection of non-pants subsurfaces of Sz � µ. To describe Uµ, let Mµ be
the component of Sz�µ the contains the marked point of Sz then let αµ be the set of curves
ta P Π�1pαq : a � pSz � µq �Mµu. Since pSz � µq �Mµ does not contain the marked point,
αµ is a multicurve on Sz � µ. The next lemma proves Uµ is the union of the non-pants
components of Sz � pµY αµq and the annuli whose core curves are in αµ. Figure 3 gives an
example of Uµ that illustrates the lemma.

Lemma 5.7. Let µ be a simplex of Xα. In the notation of the proceeding paragraph, Uµ is
the disjoint union of the non-pants components of Sz � pµY αµq plus the annuli whose core
curves are in αµ. Moreover, BUµ � Xα since every curve of BUµ is either a curve of µ or a
curve of αµ.

Proof. Let Vµ be the disjoint union of the non-pants components of Sz � pµ Y αµq plus the
annuli whose core curves are in αµ. The curves in αµ Y lkpµ Y αµq fill Vµ. Since Uµ is filled
by the curves in lkpµq, it suffices to prove lkpµq � αµY lkpµYαµq. Since αµ � lkpµq we have
αµ Y lkpµ Y αµq � lkpµq. For the other direction, let c P lkpµq and let K be the component
of Sz � µ that contains c. If K � Mµ, then c is disjoint from each curve in αµ making
c P αµ Y lkpµY αµq. If K � Mµ, then Π restricted to K is a homeomorphism. Hence every
curve of Xα that is on K must be either an element of αµ XK or disjoint from each curve
in αµ XK. Thus, either c P αµ or c P lkpµY αµq.

α

µ

Uµ

Figure 3: An example of the subsurface Uµ. The top picture shows the fixed multicurve α
on the closed surface S. The second picture is of the multicurve µ � Xα on the surface Sz

(where � denotes the marked point z). The bottom picture is the subsurface Uµ. The core
curve of the annulus in the bottom picture is αµ.

Using the subsurfaces Uµ, we can relate the combinatorics of the links in Xα to the
topology of subsurfaces on Sz.

Lemma 5.8 (Topology to cHHS dictionary). Let µ and µ1 be non-maximal simplices of Xα.
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1. lkpµq is spanned by the set of all curves tx P X0
α : x � Uµu. In particular, lkpµq is a

join whenever Uµ is disconnected.

2. lkpµq � lkpµ1q if and only if Uµ � Uµ1.

3. lkpµq � lkpµ1q if and only if Uµ � Uµ1.

4. Satpµq is the set of all curves of Xα on Sz � Uµ plus the set of curves in BUµ that are
not core curves of any annular components of Uµ.

Proof.

1. The first item is a direct consequence of the fact that edges in Xα correspond to the
disjointness of curves plus the definition of Uµ as the fill of lkpµq.

2. Since Uµ and Uµ1 are the subsurfaces filled by the curves in lkpµq and lkpµ1q respectively,
lkpµq � lkpµ1q implies Uµ � Uµ1 .

On the other hand, if Uµ � Uµ1 and c is a curve in lkpµq, then c � Uµ � Uµ1 . This
make c P lkpµ1q by the first item.

3. This item is an immediate consequence of the second item.

4. Let τ be the subset of curves in BUµ that are not core curves of any annular components
of Uµ. By the first item, if a curve c is in Satpµq, then c must be disjoint from Uµ.
Hence either c � Sz � Uµ or c P τ . To see that Satpµq contains every curve c P X0

α

that is a curve on Sz � Uµ, observe that Lemma 5.4 provides a pants decomposition ρ
of Sz �Uµ that contains c and uses only curves in Xα. Thus, ρ ' τ is a simplex of Xα

with lkpρ ' τq � lkpµq because Uρ'τ � Uµ. Hence c P Satpµq.

Armed with Lemma 5.8, we now verify the combinatorial criteria for pXα,Wαq to be a
combinatorial HHS.

Proposition 5.9. Suppose µ and µ1 are non-maximal simplices of Xα so that there exists
a non-maximal simplex ν of Xα with lkpνq � lkpµq X lkpµ1q and lkpνq not a join or a single
vertex. There exists a (possibly empty) simplex ρ � lkpµ1q so that lkpµ1 ' ρq � lkpµq and if
ν is any simplex as in the proceeding sentence, then lkpνq � lkpµ1 ' ρq.

Proof. Assume µ and µ1 are simplices of Xα as described in the proposition. Let V0 be the
subsurface of Sz filled by the curves in lkpµq X lkpµ1q, then let V be the disjoint union of the
non-annular components of V0. Note, if V � H, then lkpµq X lkpµ1q is either empty or is a
simplex of Xα. However, the assumption that there is a non-maximal simplex ν of Xα so
that lkpνq is not a join or a single vertex and lkpνq � lkpµq X lkpµ1q prevents lkpµq X lkpµ1q
from being empty or a simplex. Thus, we know that V � H and contains an infinite number
of curves of Xα.

Suppose there is a simplex ρ � lkpµ1q with the property that Uµ1
'ρ � V and let ν be a

non-maximal simplex of Xα so that

1. lkpνq � lkpµq X lkpµ1q;
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2. lkpνq is not a join or a single vertex.

Then Uν � V0 because lkpνq � lkpµq X lkpµ1q. Since lkpνq is not a join, no curve in lkpνq
can be a core curve for an annular component of V0. Hence Uν � V � Uµ1

'ρ which means
lkpνq � lkpµ1 ' ρq by Lemma 5.8. Since Uµ1

'ρ � V � Uµ implies lkpµ1 ' ρq � lkpµq, the
simplex ρ would satisfy the proposition.

The proof will therefore be complete if we can find a simplex ρ � lkpµ1q so that Uµ1
'ρ � V .

We will find ρ by applying Lemma 5.4 to the subsurface Uµ1 � V . In order to do so, we need
to verify that the boundary curves of V are also curves in Xα.

Claim 5.10. BV is a simplex of Xα.

Proof. For the purposes of contradiction, assume BV � X0
α. This means there exists a P

Π�1pαq so that Πpaq and ΠpBV q intersect. Further, by performing surgery across the marked
point as in Figure 2, we can pick a so that a and BV do not form any bigons around the
marked point. Pick a representative of a that minimizes the intersection number with BV
and let a1 be the set of arcs produced by intersecting that representative with V .

First assume that V does not contain the marked point z. In this case, the forgetful map
Π restricted to V is a homeomorphism. Thus no curve of lkpµq X lkpµ1q on V can intersect
a1. Hence V � a1 is a proper subsurface of V that contains all the curves of lkpµq X lkpµ1q
that are not the core curves of an annular component of V0. However this is impossible as
V is the subsurface filled by these curves. Hence, BV must be a simplex of Xα.

Now assume that V does contain the marked point z. Because a is not contained in V0,
it must be the case that a intersects either µ or µ1. Without loss of generality, assume a
intersects µ. Since Πpaq does not intersect Πpµq, a and µ must form an inner most bigon B
around the marked point. Because V contains the marked point, the bigon B must intersect
the subsurface V . Since a and BV do not intersect in any bigon around the marked point,
the only way for B to intersect V is for µ to also intersects V . However, this is impossible
because V is filled by curves from lkpµq. Hence BV must be a simplex of Xα �

Since both BV and BUµ1 are both simplices of Xα, the boundary of Uµ1 � V is also a
simplex of Xα. Hence, Lemma 5.4 provides a pants decomposition τ of Uµ1 � V made up of
curves of Xα. Define ρ to be the simplex spanned by τ Y BV .

Claim 5.11. Uµ1
'ρ � V .

Proof. Every curve on V is disjoint from µ1 Y ρ by construction. Since V is filled by the
curves of Xα that it contains and Uµ1

'ρ is the subsurface filled by lkpµ1 ' ρq, this means
V � Uµ1

'ρ.
For the other direction, consider c P lkpµ1 ' ρq. Such a curve must be contained in a

component of Uµ1 and must be disjoint from ρ. Since ρ contains both a pants decomposition
of Uµ1 � V and BV , the only way for that to happen is for c � V . This implies Uµ1

'ρ � V
since Uµ1

'ρ is filled by the curves in lkpµ1 ' ρq. �

As described before Claim 5.10, Claim 5.11 completes the proof of Proposition 5.9.

Proposition 5.12. Let µ be a non-maximal simplex of Xα and let x, y be curves of Xα

contained in lkpµq. If x and y are joined by a Wα-edge but not an Xα-edge in X�Wα
α , then

there exists a multicurve ν so that µ � ν and ν Y x and ν Y y are adjacent vertices of Wα.
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Proof. If x, y P X�Wα
α are vertices that are joined be a Wα-edge but not an Xα-edge, then the

curve x and the curve y fill a complexity 1 subsurface V of Sz. Further, BV � Xα because
the curves of BV are part of the maximal simplices of Xα that contain x and y and are joined
by an edge in Wα.

Since x, y P lkpµq, every curve in µ is either a boundary curve of V or contained in Sz�V .
By Lemma 5.4, we can extend µX pSz � V q to a pants decomposition ρ of Sz � V that only
contains only curves of Xα. Thus, ν � ρY BV is the desired multicurve.

5.3 Geometric conditions for pXα,Wαq

We begin the verification of the geometric conditions of a combinatorial HHS by checking
that X�Wα

α is a quasi-tree.

Corollary 5.13. X�Wα
α is Eα-equivariantly quasi-isometric to Xα and is hence a quasi-tree.

Proof. BecauseX�Wα
α is a copy ofXα with additional edges, it suffices to verify that whenever

two vertices x, y of X�Wα
α are joined by a Wα-edge, then the distance between x and y in Xα

is uniformly bounded. If x and y are joined by a Wα-edge, then there exists a multicurve ν so
that ν Y x and ν Y y are adjacent edges of Wα. As the vertices of Wα are maximal simplices
in Xα, both x and y are joined by an Xα-edge to each curve of ν. Hence dXαpx, yq ¤ 2.

For the remainder of this section, we analyze the links inXα to verify the second geometric
conditions for pXα,Wαq to be a combinatorial HHS (Item 3 of Definition 2.15). We begin by
recalling the notation we set out in Section 2.6. Note, all links of simplices in this section
are taken in the the complex Xα.

Recall, that if Z is a subset of vertices of a graph X, then X�Z is the subgraph spanned
by the vertices in X that are not in Z. For a simplex µ in Xα the space Yµ is defined as
the space X�Wα

α � Satpµq and Hpµq is the subset of Yµ spanned by lkpµq. We endow both
Yµ and Hpµq with their intrinsic path metrics and not the subset metric from Xα. Over the
next two subsections, we will prove that Hpµq is uniformly hyperbolic and that the inclusion
of Hpµq into Yµ is uniformly a quasi-isometric embedding.

The simplices of Xα come in two types and we split our arguments accordingly.

Definition 5.14. Let µ be a non-maximal simplex of Xα and F1, . . . , Fm be the fibers over
α1, . . . , αm.

1. (Subsurface type) We say µ is of subsurface type if µ contains a vertex of each fiber Fi.
In this case, lkpµq is precisely CpSz �µq, because any curve on Sz that is disjoint from
µ will be disjoint from α in the image of Π. By Lemma 5.7, Uµ will have no annular
components, ensuring that CpSz � µq � CpUµq in this case.

2. (Tree guided type) We say µ is of tree guided type if there exists a fiber Fi so that µ
does not contain a vertex of Fi. In this case, lkpµq is a proper subset of CpSz � µq.
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5.3.1 Subsurface type links

We handle the case where µ is of subsurface type first. Because of the definition of Wα

and the construction of X�Wα
α , Proposition 5.12 implies that Hpµq is a copy of lkpµq with

additional edges between curves that intersect at most four times in a connected, complexity
1 subsurface of Sz. Since lkpµq � CpSz � µq, this makes Hpµq equal to C 1pSz � µq, the
modified curve graph from Definition 2.6. We can therefore use the subsurface projection
map to prove Hpµq is quasi-metrically embedded in Yµ.

Proposition 5.15. If µ is a subsurface type simplex of Xα, then Hpµq � C 1pSz � µq. In
particular, Hpµq is uniformly hyperbolic.

Proof. The vertices of Hpµq are all of the curves of Sz that are contained in Sz � µ. By
Proposition 5.12, there is an edge between two vertices of Hpµq if the curves are either
disjoint or if they intersect at most four times inside of a complexity 1 subsurface of Sz � µ.
However, this is precisely the definition of C 1pSz � µq.

Proposition 5.16. If µ is a subsurface type simplex of Xα, then the inclusion of Hpµq into
Yµ is a quasi-isometric embedding

Proof. Because Yµ � X�Wα
α � Satpµq, every curve y P Y 0

µ must intersect the subsurface
Uµ � Sz � µ by part 4 of Lemma 5.8. Thus, subsurface projection gives a coarse map
πSz�µ : Yµ Ñ C 1pSz�µq � Hpµq. This map is coarsely Lipschitz by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2.

5.3.2 Tree guided type links

We now handle the case when µ is not of subsurface type. In this case, lkpµq is not all of
CpSz � µq as there are curves on Sz that are disjoint from µ but not in Xα, because their
image under Π intersects α. This means we cannot rely on the hyperbolicity of C 1pSz � µq
or use the subsurface projection map. Instead, we prove that Xα � Satpµq is Fi-guided for
each fiber Fi where µ X Fi � H. This implies Yµ is a quasi-tree. We then show that Hpµq
is quasi-isometrically embedded by using a combination of the subsurface projection maps
and the tree guided structure of Xα � Satpµq.

Proposition 5.17. Let µ be a tree guided type simplex of Xα. For each Fi, if µX Fi � H,
then SatpµqXFi � H and Xα�Satpµq is Fi-guided. Further, Yµ is uniformly quasi-isometric
to the quasi-tree Xα � Satpµq.

Proof. Let Fi be a fiber so that µ X Fi � H. We first show that Satpµq X Fi must also be
empty. Let c be a curve in Satpµq. By part 4 of Lemma 5.8, c is either a curve on Sz � Uµ
or a curve of BUµ that is not a core curve for an annular component of Uµ. This means Πpcq
can not be contained in ΠpUµq. However, we have αi � ΠpUµq because µ X Fi � H. Thus,
c R Fi when c P Satpµq.

Since Satpµq X Fi � H, Lemma 4.5 says Xα � Satpµq is also Fi-guided. Lemma 4.3 then
implies Xα�Satpµq is a quasi-tree. To see that Yµ is quasi-isometric to Xα�Satpµq, we will
show that for every x, y P Y 0

µ that are not joined by an edge in Xα � Satpµq but are joined
by an edge in Yµ the distance between x and y in Xα � Satpµq is at most 2.
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The definition of edges in Wα ensures that there exists a multicurve ν so that ν Y x and
νY y are adjacent vertices of Wα. Since ΠpνYxq is a pant decomposition of S that contains
α, there exists c P ν that is a curve in Fi. Since Satpµq X Fi � H, the curve c is a vertex of
Xα�Satpµq. Hence x and y are 2 apart in Xα�Satpµq as they are both disjoint from c.

Proposition 5.18. Let µ be a tree guided type simplex of Xα. The inclusion of Hpµq into the
quasi-tree Yµ is a p15, 0q-quasi-isometric embedding, making Hpµq uniformly quasi-isometric
to a tree.

Proof. By the first item of Lemma 5.8, lkpµq is a join whenever Uµ is disconnected. Since
diampHpµqq ¤ 2 whenever lkpµq is a join, we can assume Uµ is connected. Further, we can
assume that Uµ is not a single annulus as lkpµq would be a single vertex in that case. Since
µ is not of subsurface type, Lemma 5.7 says Uµ must contain the marked point z as well as
an infinite number of curve in Π�1pαq.

We will construct a coarsely Lipschitz map ψµ : Yµ Ñ Hpµq. Since each curve in Y 0
µ must

intersect Uµ, πUµpyq is non-empty for each y P Y 0
µ . However, because µXFi � H it might be

the case that none of the curve of πUµpyq are vertices of Xα, that is, the curves in ΠpπUµpyqq
could intersect α on S. This prevents us from using the subsurface projection map alone to
construct ψµ; instead we will use a combination of the subsurface projection map and the
tree-guided structure of Xα � Satpµq.

If the fiber Fi has µX Fi � H, then Proposition 5.17 showed that Satpµq X Fi � H and
Lemma 5.2 showed that lkpµq X Fi � Yµ is connected (in fact, it is the subtree of curves in
Fi that are contained in Uµ). Because lkpµq X Fi is a connected subset of the tree Fi, the
closest point projection of Fi onto lkpµq X Fi is well defined and Lipschitz. We will use this
map to build a coarsely Lipschitz map from Yµ to Hpµq. The first step is to project each
y P Yµ �Hpµq with lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H onto lkpµq X Fi.

Let y P Y 0
µ � H0pµq and suppose y is not disjoint from any curve in lkpµq X Fi where

µ X Fi � H, i.e., lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H. Let y1 � y if y P Fi and y1 be any element of
lkpyq X Fi if y R Fi. By Lemma 5.2, lkpyq X Fi is a connected subset of Fi in the latter case.
Define ψipyq to be the closest point projection in Fi of y1 onto lkpµqXFi. This is well defined
because lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H means lkpyq X Fi is a subtree of Fi that is disjoint from the
subtree lkpµq X Fi when y R Fi.

We now verify that for each y P Y 0
µ �H0pµq the set tψipyq : lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � Hu is a

diameter 1 subset of Hpµq when it is non-empty.

Claim 5.19. Suppose y P Y 0
µ�H

0pµq so that lkpyqXlkpµqXFi � H and lkpyqXlkpµqXFj � H
where i � j and µ X Fi � H and µ X Fj � H. Then ψipyq is connected by an Xα-edge to
ψjpyq.

Proof. Because Fi and Fj are both contained in Yµ and because Πpyq will be disjoint from
or equal to each of αi and αj on S, there exists ai P Fi and aj P Fj so that ai and aj are
disjoint and ipai, yq � 0 and ipaj, yq � 0; see Figure 4a. By the definition of ψi and ψj, we
have ψipyq � ψipaiq and ψjpyq � ψjpajq.

Since µ X Fi and µ X Fj are both empty, there must exist a curve bj P Fj so that bj is
disjoint from both µ and ψipaiq; see Figure 4b. Similarly, there must exists bi P Fi so that
bi is disjoint from both µ and ψjpajq. Let γi be the geodesic in the tree Fi that connects ai
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Figure 4: Schematic for the proof of Claim 5.19

to ψipaiq. Because ψipaiq is connected by an Xα-edge to bj and Xα � Satpµq is Fj-guided,
the union of the Fj-sequence (Definition 4.2) for γi is a connected subset of Fj that contains
both aj and bj. Hence, the Fj-sequence of γi contains ψjpajq. There is therefore some vertex
ci of γi that is joined by an Xα-edge to ψjpajq; see Figure 4c. Since both ci and bi are in the
subtree lkpψjpajqqXFi, the Fi-geodesic connecting ci and bi is also contained in lkpψjpajqqXFi
by Lemma 5.2. However, because bi is in lkpµq X Fi, the Fi-geodesic connecting ci and bi
must pass through ψipaiq. This implies ψipaiq P lkpψjpajqq X Fi. �

We now use the ψi’s and subsurface projection to define a coarse map ψµ : Y 0
µ Ñ H0pµq:

� For y P H0pµq, define ψµpyq � y. In this case, y is a curve on Uµ, so ψµpyq � πUµpyq.

� For y P Y 0
µ �H0pµq we have two subcases:

1. For all the fibers Fi where µXFi � H, we have lkpyqX lkpµqXFi � H. Thus, for
each fiber with µX Fi � H, there is ai P lkpµq X Fi that is disjoint from y. Since
ai � Uµ for every such ai, πUµpyq is disjoint from each ai as well. Thus, πUµpyq is a
collection of curves in Xα that is contained in lkpµq and we define ψµpyq � πUµpyq.

2. There exists a fiber Fi so that lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H, i.e., y is not disjoint from
any curve in lkpµq X Fi. In this case, we define

ψµpyq � tψipyq : lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � Hu.

By Claim 5.19, ψµpyq is a diameter 1 subset of Hpµq.

This definition means we can break ψµpyq into two mutually exclusive case: one where
ψµpyq � πUµpyq and one where lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H for some fiber Fi.

Let y1, y2 be vertices of Yµ that are connected by an edge of Yµ. We will show that the
Hpµq-distance between ψµpy1q and ψµpy2q is uniformly bounded. This implies ψµ is coarsely
Lipschitz (Lemma 2.2), which finishes the proof by Lemma 2.3. We first handle the case
when y1 and y2 are actually disjoint curves, i.e., joined by an Xα-edge.

Claim 5.20. If y1, y2 P Y
0
µ are disjoint curves, then dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpy2qq ¤ 2.
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Proof. Let y1, y2 P Y
0
µ be disjoint curves.

Assume first that ψµpy1q � πUµpy1q and ψµpy2q � πUµpy2q. Without loss of generality,
we can assume y1 R Hpµq. If y2 P Hpµq, then y2 � ψµpy2q � πUµpy2q does not intersect
ψµpy1q � πUµpy1q by Lemma 2.4. If instead y2 R Hpµq, then lkpµqXFi contains a curve of both
lkpy1qXFi and lkpy2qXFi for each fiber with FiXµ � H. Further, lkpy1qX lkpy2qXFi is non-
empty and connected because y1 and y2 are joined by an edge ofXα�Satpµq andXα�Satpµq is
Fi-guided. Therefore, the Helly property of trees implies that lkpy1qXlkpy2qXlkpµqXFi � H.
Thus, there is a curve c P Xα�Satpµq that is contained in Uµ and disjoint from both y1 and y2.
This implies dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpy2qq ¤ 2 because both ψµpy1q � πUµpy1q and ψµpy2q � πUµpy2q
will not intersect c.

Next assume lkpy1q X lkpµq X Fi � H and lkpy2q X lkpµq X Fi � H for single fiber Fi.
There must exist a P Fi so that ipa, y1q � 0 and ipa, y2q � 0. Thus, dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpy2qq � 0
because ψipy1q � ψipaq � ψipy2q.

Now assume lkpy1q X lkpµq X Fi � H and lkpy2q X lkpµq X Fj � H for distinct fibers
Fi and Fj with µ X Fi and µ X Fj both empty. There exist ai P Fi and aj P Fj that are
both disjoint from or equal to each of y1 and y2 (however ai and aj might not be disjoint).
We can now employ a similar argument to the proof of Claim 5.19. There must be curves
bi P Fi and bj P Fj that are disjoint from µ and respectively disjoint from ψjpyq � ψjpajq
and ψipyq � ψipaiq. Let γi be the concatenation of a Fi-geodesic connecting ψipaiq to ai
with the Xα-edge from ai to y1. By examining the Fj-sequence for γi, we find a vertex ci on
the Fi-geodesic between ai and ψipaiq that is disjoint from ψjpajq. As in the end of Claim
5.19, this forces ψjpajq � ψjpy2q to be joined by an Xα-edge to ψipaiq � ψipy1q because
lkpψjpajqq XFi is connected. Since ψipy1q � ψµpy1q and ψjpy2q � ψµpy2q, this shows that the
Hpµq-distance between ψµpy1q and ψµpy2q is at most 1.

Finally, assume lkpy1q X lkpµq X Fi � H, but ψµpy2q � πUµpy2q. In this case, y2 must be
disjoint from a curve in lkpµqXFi, i.e., lkpy2qXlkpµqXFi � H. In particular, ψµpy2q � πUµpy2q
does not intersect an element of lkpy2qXlkpµqXFi. Thus, we can prove dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpy2qq ¤
1 by proving that ψipy1q � ψµpy1q is an element of lkpy2q X lkpµq X Fi.

Since y1 and y2 are disjoint, there exists a P Fi so that ipa, y1q � 0 and ipa, y2q � 0.
Since a P lkpy2q X Fi and lkpy2q X Fi is a subtree of Fi (Lemma 5.2), the geodesic in Fi from
a to any point in lkpy2q X lkpµq X Fi is contained in lkpy2q X Fi. By construction ψipy1q is
the endpoint of the unique geodesic in Fi connecting a to lkpµq X Fi. Since this path is a
subpath of any geodesic in Fi that connects a to a point in lkpy2q X lkpµq XFi, we have that
ψipy1q P lkpy2q X lkpµq X Fi as desired. �

To complete the proof that ψµ is coarsely Lipschitz, suppose y1, y2 P Y
0
µ are Yµ-adjacent

but not Xα-adjacent. There then exists some multicurve ν so that ν Y y1 and ν Y y2 are
adjacent pants decompositions in Wα. Since ν is a single curve away from being a maximal
simplex of Xα, ν must contain a curve from each fiber Fi. Because SatpµqXFi � H for some
fiber Fi, Yµ � X�Wα

α � Satpµq contains all of this fiber Fi. Hence, the multicurve ν must
contain a curve c that is a vertex of Yµ. Thus there is c P Yµ with c disjoint from both y1

and y2. Therefore, Claim 5.20 implies

dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpy2qq ¤ dHpµqpψµpy1q, ψµpcqq � dHpµqpψµpcq, ψµpy2qq � 1 ¤ 5.

Lemma 2.2 now implies ψµ is p15, 0q-coarsely Lipschitz.
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Remark 5.21 (ψµ versus closest point projection). Because Hpµq is quasi-isometrically
embedded in Yµ and Yµ is hyperbolic there is a coarse closest point projection pµ : Yµ Ñ Hpµq
defined by sending y to the uniformly bounded set tx P Hpµq : dYµpx, yq � dYµpx,Hpµqqu.
This closest point projection is within uniformly bounded distance of the map ψµ defined in
the proof of the above theorem. To see this, let y P Y 0

µ . If ψµpyq � πUµpyq, then y and ψµpyq
are at most 1 apart by Lemma 2.4. If instead lkpyq X lkpµq X Fi � H for some fiber with
µXFi � H, then let γ be the Yµ-geodesic connecting y to pµpyq. Let z be the endpoint of γ
in pµpyq. There must exist a curve b P FiX lkpµq so that either b � z or z and b are disjoint.
Thus, as in the proof of Claim 5.19, examining the Fi-sequence of γ produces vertex c of γ
that is distance 1 from ψipyq. Since ψipyq P Hpµq and z minimizes the distance from y to
Hpµq, c and z must be at most 1 apart. Thus, ψµpyq will be at most 2 far from pµpyq.

5.4 pXα,Wαq is a combinatorial HHS.

We now combine the result of the previous two sections to conclude that pXα,Wαq is a
combinatorial HHS with a cobounded action by Eα

Theorem 5.22. The graph Wα is connected and a hierarchically hyperbolic space because the
pair pXα,Wαq is a combinatorial HHS. Further, the action of Eα on Sz induces a cobounded
action of Eα on Wα.

Proof. We first check the five parts of Definition 2.15 for some δ ¥ 2 ultimately depending
only on S. Theorem 2.18 will then imply that W is connected and a hierarchically hyperbolic
space.

1. If µ1, . . . , µn is a sequence of non-maximal simplices of Xα so that

lkpµ1q � lkpµ2q � � � � � lkpµnq,

then Lemma 5.8 implies n is bounded in terms of the complexity of S.

2. Corollary 5.13 proves that X�Wα
α is quasi-isometric to a tree and hence hyperbolic.

3. The links of simplices of Xα split into subsurface and tree-guided types; see Definition
5.14. The proof of hyperbolicity and quasi-isometric embedding for subsurface type
is shown in Propositions 5.15 and 5.16, while the proof for the tree-guided type is
completed in Proposition 5.18.

4. Because diampHpµqq ¡ 2 implies lkpµq is not a join or a single vertex, Proposition 5.9
verified a strictly stronger condition.

5. This condition is verified in Proposition 5.12.

Two see that the action of Eα on Wα is cobounded, recall that there exist only finitely
many Gα � StabMCGpSqpαq-orbits of pants decompositions of S � α. Additionally, for each
pants decomposition ρ of S with α � ρ, there only exists finitely many PushpS; zq-orbits of
elements of tµ P W 0

α : Πpµq � ρu. Since Eα fits into the short exact sequence

1 Ñ PushpS, zq Ñ Eα Ñ Gα Ñ 1

there are only finitely many Eα-orbits of vertices of Wα, making the Eα-action cobounded.
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6 Adding in annuli

We continue with the assumptions of Section 5. That is, S � S0
g,0 with g ¥ 2, and α �

α1 Y � � � Y αm is a fixed multicurve on S. For a fixed z P S, the group Eα is then the full
preimage in MCGpS; zq of the stabilizer of α in MCGpSq. The spaces Xα and Wα are as
defined in Definitions 5.1 and 5.5.

The extension group Eα does not act metrically properly on the space Wα. This is
because the action of Eα on a maximal simplex in Xα has large stabilizer, namely the Dehn
twists around the curves in the simplex. To fix this, we need to “blow-up” Xα by adding
marking arcs for each of the curves in Xα that account for the action of Dehn twists. We
denote this blow up BpXαq. The corresponding BpXαq-graph will be denoted BpWαq.

6.1 Defining the blow-ups of Xα and Wα

For a curve c in Sz, let Ac be the annulus with core curve c. For each c P X0
α, let Bpcq denote

the set of vertices of the annular complex CpAcq. We call the elements of Bpcq the marking
arcs for c. Let BpXαq be the space obtained from Xα by adding in the following vertices
and edges:

1. For each curve c P Xα, add the elements of Bpcq as additional vertices.

2. For each curve c P Xα, add an edge between c and each element of Bpcq.

3. If c and c1 are disjoint curves in Xα, then for each v P Bpcq and v1 P Bpc1q Y tc1u add
an edge connecting v and v1.

For a simplex µ of BpXαq we define three sets of vertices of BpXαq:

� basepµq is the set tc P X0
α : c P µu.

� supppµq is the set basepµq Y tc P X0
α : Bpcq X µ � Hu.

� markarcpµq is the set of vertices of µ� basepµq.

We call the curves in basepµq and supppµq the base and support curves of µ respectively. The
vertices of markarcpµq are called the marking arcs of µ. Note, each curve of supppµq�basepµq
corresponds to a marking arc of µ that does not have a base curve in µ. We say that
c P basepµq is an unmarked base curve of µ if Bpcq X markarcpµq � H. We denote the set
of unmarked base curves of µ by unmarkpµq. The maximal simplices of BpXαq are precisely
the (not necessarily clean) markings of Sz whose base curves are maximal simplices in Xα.

We now define our BpXαq-graph which we denote BpWαq. Recall, for t, t1 P Bpcq �
C0pAcq, dAcpt, t

1q denotes the distance between t and t1 in the annular complex CpAcq. The
graph BpWαq has vertex set the maximal simplices of BpXαq with edges between two vertices
µ, ν P BpWαq corresponding to twist and flip moves:

� (twist) basepµq � basepνq and there exists exactly one curve c P basepµq so that
markarcpµq XBpcq � markarcpνq XBpcq. Further, for this curve c, if t P markarcpµq X
Bpcq and t1 P markarcpνq XBpcq, then dAcpt, t

1q � 1.
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� (flip) There exists curves c P basepµq and d P basepνq so that

– pbasepµq � cq Y d � basepνq and ipc, dq ¤ 4, i.e., basepµq and basepνq differ by an
edge in Wα;

– if tc P markarcpµq and td P markarcpνq are the marking arcs for c and d, then

dAcptc, dq ¤ 1 and dAdptd, cq ¤ 1;

– for all curves b P basepµq � c � basepνq � d, the marking arc of b in µ is the same
as the marking arc of b in ν.

The graphs BpXαq and BpWαq are related to Xα and Wα by simplicial maps induced
by sending every simplex µ � BpXαq to supppµq. This will allow us to reduce properties of
pBpXαq, BpWαqq to properties about pXα,Wαq.

Lemma 6.1. The following maps on vertices extend to simplicial maps between the given
complexes.

� B0pXαq Ñ Xα by xÑ supppxq.

� B0pXαq
�BpWαq Ñ X�Wα

α by xÑ supppxq.

� B0pWαq Ñ Wα by µÑ supppµq.

Proof. In all three cases, it suffices to show that two vertices joined by an edge in the domain
graph have supports that are either equal or joined by an edge in the codomain graph.

Let x, y be vertices of BpXαq that are joined by an edge. Thus either supppxq � supppyq
or supppxq is disjoint from supppyq. Hence supppxq and supppyq are either equal or joined
by an edge in Xα.

Let x, y be vertices of BpXαq
�BpWαq that are joined by an edge. By the previous para-

graph, we can assume x and y are joined by a BpWαq-edge. If x and y are joined by an edge
coming from a twist move in BpWαq, then supppxq � supppyq. If instead x and y are joined
be an edge coming from a flip move, then supppxq and supppyq fill a connected complexity
1 subsurface of Sz and intersect at most 4 times. Hence, supppxq and supppyq will be joined
by a Wα-edge of XWα

α .
Let µ, ν be vertices of BpWαq that are joined by an edge. If µ and ν are joined by a

twist move, then supppµq � supppνq. If µ and ν are joined by a flip move, then supppµq and
supppνq are joined by a flip move in Wα by definition.

6.2 The combinatorial conditions with annuli

We now verify that pBpXαq, BpWαqq satisfies the combinatorial condition of being a combi-
natorial HHS. We begin by describing the links of simplices of BpXαq. Henceforth, we use
lkBp�q to denote the link of simplices in BpXαq and lkXp�q to denote the link of simplices in
Xα.

Lemma 6.2. For any non-maximal simplex µ of BpXαq, the link of µ in BpXαq is the
subgraph spanned by the union of the following vertices:
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1. The vertices of Bpcq for each c P unmarkpµq.

2. The set of vertices tx P B0pXαq : supppxq P lkXpsupppµqqu.

3. The vertices of supppµq � basepµq.

Moreover lkBpµq is either a join or a single vertex whenever supppµq � basepµq.

Proof. If c P unmarkpµq, then all the vertices of Bpcq are in lkBpµq by the definition of the
edges in BpXαq.

If x P B0pXαq with supppxq P lkXpsupppµqq, then supppxq is disjoint from all the curves
in supppµq. By the edge relations in BpXαq, this makes x P lkBpµq.

Finally, suppose c is a vertex of supppµq � basepµq. Since µ is a simplex, c must be
disjoint from basepµq. However, this means c must be joined by an edge of every element of
µ because of the definition of BpXαq edges.

To verify these are the only elements of lkBpµq let x be a vertex of lkBpµq. If x P X0
α,

then either x P lkXpsupppµqq or x P supppµq�basepµq. If instead x is in Bpcq for some curve
c P X0

α, then either c P unmarkpµq or c P lkXpsupppµqq.
For the moreover statement, let c P supppµq � basepµq and let tc be the element of

markarcpµq X Bpcq. Any vertex x P lkBpµq will be joined by an edge to tc by definition.
However, this makes x and c joined by an edge from the the definition of edges in BpXαq.

We now describe the nesting of links of BpXαq by using the topology of subsurfaces of Sz.
This is an extension of Lemma 5.8 from Xα to BpXαq and is our main tool in this section.
Recall that Definition 5.6 defined Usupppµq as subsurface filled by the curves in lkXpsupppµqq.
We remark that it is possible that Usupppµq is empty for a non-maximal simplex µ � BpXαq.
This occurs when supppµq is a pants decomposition of Sz, but not every base curve of µ has
a marking arc.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose µ and µ1 are non-maximal simplices of BpXαq with supppµq � basepµq
and supppµ1q � basepµ1q. We have lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q if and only if

� Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q; and

� for each c P unmarkpµq, either c P unmarkpµ1q or c � Usupppµ1q.

Remark 6.4. The above conditions for the nesting of links can be stated purely in terms of
subsurfaces by using annuli. For a simplex µ where supppµq � basepµq define Cµ to be the
disjoint union of the annuli tAc : c P unmarkpµqu. The conclusion of Lemma 6.3 can then
be phrased as lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q if and only if Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q and Cµ � Usupppµ1q Y Cµ1 .

Proof of Lemma 6.3. Before starting the proof, observe that by applying Lemma 6.2, the
assumption that basepµq � supppµq implies that a vertex x P lkBpµq if and only if supppxq P
lkXpsupppµqq or x P Bpcq for some c P unmarkpµq.

Suppose lkBpµq � lkBpµ
1q. For the first bullet, we prove lkXpsupppµqq � lkXpsupppµ1qq,

which implies Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q by Lemma 5.8. If x P lkXpsupppµqq, then x P lkBpµq and
x P Xα. Since lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q, x must be an element of lkBpµ
1q that is also an element of

Xα. By the above observation, this only occurs if x � supppxq P lkXpsupppµ1qq as well. This
shows lkXpsupppµqq � lkXpsupppµ1qq as desired.
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For the second bullet, let c be an unmarked base curve of µ. By Lemma 6.2, this implies
Bpcq � lkBpµq, which means Bpcq is also contained in lkBpµ

1q. Thus either c P unmarkpµ1q
or c P lkXpsupppµ1qq. In the latter cases, we have that c � Usupppµ1q by Definition 5.6.

Now suppose Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q and for all c P unmarkpµq, either c � Usupppµ1q or
c P unmarkpµ1q. Let x P lkBpµq. By the observation at the beginning, we know that either
supppxq P lkXpsupppµqq or x is a marking arc for some unmarked base curve c of µ. In the
first case, Lemma 5.8 implies supppxq P lkXpsupppµ1qq because Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q. Thus,
x P lkBpµ

1q by Lemma 6.2. In the second case, we either have c P unmarkpµ1q or c � Usupppµ1q

by hypothesis. In both cases x P lkBpµ
1q by Lemma 6.2. Thus we have lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q

Using Lemma 6.3, we show that pBpXαq, BpWαqq satisfies the combinatorial conditions
of being a combinatorial HHS. The essence of these arguments are the same as Proposition
5.9 and Proposition 5.12 in the non-annular case.

Proposition 6.5. Suppose µ and µ1 are non-maximal simplices of BpXαq so that there exists
a non-maximal simplex ν of Xα with lkBpνq � lkBpµq X lkBpµ

1q and lkBpνq not a join or
a single vertex. There exists a (possibly empty) simplex ρ of lkBpµ

1q so that lkBpµ
1 ' ρq �

lkBpµq and if ν is any simplex as in the proceeding sentence, then lkBpνq � lkBpµ
1 ' ρq.

Proof. Let η � markarcpµq ' supppµq and η1 � markarcpµ1q ' supppµ1q. Lemma 6.2 implies
that lkBpηq is lkBpµq minus the vertices of supppµq � basepµq and that the same holds for η1

and µ1. Thus, lkBpµq � lkBpηq ' psupppµq � basepµqq and the same holds for η1 and µ1. We
first verify that it suffices to prove the proposition is true for η and η1, instead of µ and µ1.
The advantage of working with η and η1 over µ and µ1 is that Lemma 6.3 applies to η and
η1 because supppηq � basepηq and supppη1q � basepη1q.

Claim 6.6. If ρ is a simplex that satisfies Proposition 6.5 for η and η1, then ρ also satisfies
the proposition for µ and µ1.

Proof. Let ρ be the simplex that satisfies Proposition 6.5 for η and η1. If there exists a
non-maximal simplex ν � BpXαq, so that lkBpνq � lkBpµq X lkBpµ

1q and lkBpνq is not a join
or a single vertex, then lkBpνq must be contained in lkBpηq X lkBpη

1q else it would be a join
or a single vertex. Since ρ satisfies Proposition 6.5 for η and η1, then any such simplex ν will
have lkBpνq � lkBpη

1 ' ρq. Because lkBpη
1q � lkBpµ

1q, the simplex ρ is contained in lkBpµ
1q,

and lkBpη
1 ' ρq is contained in lkBpµ

1 ' ρq. Hence ν will also have lkBpνq � lkBpµ
1 ' ρq,

showing ρ also satisfies the proposition for µ and µ1. �

We now construct the required simplex ρ for η and η1. We will define two simplices, ρU
and ρA, of BpXαq so that the desired ρ will be ρU ' ρA.

To define ρA, let A to be the set of curves c P unmarkpη1q so that c R unmarkpηq and
c � Usupppηq. If A � H, then define ρA � H. Otherwise, for each c P A, pick any vertex
tc P Bpcq, then define ρA � ttc : c P Au.

The definition of ρU will be similar to the definition of ρ in the proof of Proposition 5.9 for
the non-annular case. Let V0 be the subsurface of Sz filled by the curves in lkXpsupppηqq X
lkXpsupppη1qq, then let V be the disjoint union of the non-annular components of V0. Let σ
be the set of curves in unmarkpηq that are contained in Usupppη1q. Since σ contains base curves
of η, none of the curves of σ can be contained in V0, thus σ � Usupppη1q � V . The proof of
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Claim 5.10 implies BV is a simplex of Xα, hence Lemma 5.4 produces a pants decomposition
τ of Usupppηq � V so that σ � τ and τ � Xα. For each c P τ Y BV , if c R unmarkpηq and
c � Usupppη1q, select a marking arc tc P Bpcq. Define

ρU � τ Y BV Y ttc : c P τ Y BV with c R unmarkpηq and c � Usupppηqu.

We now verify that ρ � ρA ' ρU has the three desired properties given in the proposition.
Note, supppη1 ' ρq � basepη1 ' ρq � basepη1q Y basepρUq by construction.

� ρ � lkBpη
1q: This is immediate from the construction of ρ, as every vertex x P ρ is

either a marking arc for an unmarked base curve of η1 or has supppxq P lkXpsupppη1qq.

� lkBpη
1 ' ρq � lkBpηq: Since basepρUq � τ Y BV , we have Usupppη1'ρq � Usupppη1q'pτYBV q.

Thus, a repeat of the proof of Claim 5.11 proves that Usupppη1'ρq � Usupppη1q'pτYBV q � V .
Since V is filled by a subset of curves in lkXpsupppηqq, we have Usupppη1'ρq � V �
Usupppηq. For the second condition in Lemma 6.3, let c be an unmarked base curve of
η1 ' ρ. If c P basepη1q, then the choice of ρA ensures that c is either an unmarked
base curve of η or is contained on Usupppηq. If instead c P basepρUq, then the choice of
marking arcs in ρU again ensures that c is either an unmarked base curve of η or is
contained in Usupppηq. Hence, lkBpη

1 ' ρq � lkBpηq.

� If ν is a non-maximal simplex of BpXαq with lkBpνq � lkBpηq X lkBpη
1q, then either

lkBpνq � lkBpη
1 ' ρq or lkBpνq is a single vertex or a join: Assume lkBpνq is not a single

vertex or a join and lkBpνq � lkBpηqX lkBpη
1q. Because supppνq � basepνq would imply

that lkBpνq is a join or a single vertex by Lemma 6.2, we know supppνq � basepνq and
can apply Lemma 6.3 to ν.

If ν contains an unmarked base curve c, then every vertex in lkBpνq � Bpcq will be
joined by an edge to every vertex of Bpcq. Since lkBpνq is not a join, this means either
lkBpνq � Bpcq or ν does not have any unmarked base curves.

If lkBpνq � Bpcq, then Usupppνq � H and c is the only unmarked base curve of ν. Since
lkBpνq � lkBpηq X lkBpη

1q, we have four possibilities coming from Lemma 6.3. In each
case we verify that c is either an unmarked base curve of η1 ' ρ or is contained in
Usupppη1'ρq � V .

– If c P unmarkpηq X unmarkpη1q or c � Usupppηq and c P unmarkpη1q, then c is an
unmarked base curve of η1 ' ρ, because of the choice of the marking arcs in ρA.

– If c P unmarkpηq and c � Usupppη1q, then c is a curve in the multicurve σ defined
while constructing ρU . Hence c P basepρUq and c is unmarked by the choice of
marking arcs in ρU .

– If c � Usupppηq and c � Usupppη1q, then c � V0 because c P lkXpsupppηqq X
lkXpsupppη1qq. If c is a core curve of an annular component of V0, then c P BV .
Thus c P basepρUq and c will be unmarked in η1 ' ρ because of the choice of
marking arcs in ρU . If instead c � V , then c � Uη1'ρ.

Since Usupppνq � H, this verifies lkBpνq � lkBpη
1 ' ρq by Lemma 6.3.
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Now assume ν has no unmarked base curves. Since ν is non-maximal, this means
Usupppνq must be non-empty. Since lkBpνq � lkBpηq X lkBpη

1q, we must have Usupppνq �
V0. If Usupppνq contains an annular component of V0, then every vertex of lkBpνq would
have to be equal to or joined by an edge to the core curve of that component. However,
this cannot be the case since lkBpνq is not a join. Thus, Usupppνq � V � Usupppη1'ρq.
Since ν has no unmarked base curves, Lemma 6.3 implies lkBpνq � lkBpη

1 ' ρq.

Proposition 6.7. Let µ be a non-maximal simplex of BpXαq and let x, y be vertices of
lkBpµq. If x and y are joined by a BpWαq-edge in BpXαq

�BpWαq but not a BpXαq-edge, then
there exists simplices νx and νy of BpXαq so that µ � νx, νy and νxYx and νyYy are adjacent
vertices of BpWαq.

Proof. Assume first that x, y are joined by a BpWαq-edge coming from a twist edges of
BpWαq. Then there exists c P X0

α so that x, y P Bpcq. Because x, y P lkBpµq, the curve c
must be in either basepµq or lkBpµq. By Lemma 5.4, there exists a pants decomposition ρ
of Sz � c so that basepµq X pSz � cq � ρ and ρ � Xα. For each d P ρ, select a marking arc
td P Bpdq so that td is the element of markarcpµq XBpdq whenever markarcpµq XBpdq � H.
Then, νx � νy � ρY ttd : d P ρu Y c are the desired simplices.

Now assume that x and y are joined by a BpWαq-edge coming from a flip edge of BpWαq.
In this case, supppxq and supppyq fill a complexity 1 subsurface V of S and there exist
marking arcs tx P Bpsupppxqq and ty P Bpsupppyqq so that dAsupppxq

ptx, supppyqq ¤ 1 and
dAsupppyq

pty, supppxqq ¤ 1. Note, x (resp. y) is equal to either tx or supppxq (resp. ty or
supppyq).

Since x, y P lkBpµq, every curve of basepµq must be equal to or disjoint from each of
supppxq and supppyq. Hence basepµq does not intersect BV . There then exists a pants
decomposition ρ of Sz � V so that basepµq X pSz � V q � ρ and ρ � Xα (Lemma 5.4). For
each c P ρYBV , select a marking arc tc P Bpcq so that tc is the element of markarcpµqXBpcq
whenever markarcpµq X Bpcq � H. We now define a maximal simplex νx depending on the
options for x.

� If x � supppxq, then νx � ρY BV Y ttc : c P ρY BV u Y tx.

� If x � tx, then νx � ρY BV Y ttc : c P ρY BV u Y x.

We similarly define νy. Thus, νx ' x and νy ' y are joined by an edge of BpWαq.

6.3 Reducing the geometric conditions to the non-annular case

Despite the addition of the marking arcs, the proof that pBpXαq, BpWαqq satisfies the geo-
metric conditions of a combinatorial HHS is nearly identical to the proof for pXα,Wαq. In
this subsection, we will describe how to reduce the proof for pBpXαq, BpWαqq to the case of
pXα,Wαq.

To start, we prove the hyperbolicity of BpXαq
�BpWαq.

Lemma 6.8. BpXαq
�BpWαq is Eα-equivariantly quasi-isometric to both BpXαq and Xα.

Hence BpXαq
�BpWαq and BpXαq are both quasi-trees.
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Proof. The definition of BpWαq implies that the inclusion of BpXαq into BpXαq
�BpWαq is

a quasi-isometry. This is because if two vertices x and y of BpXαq
�BpWαq are joined by a

BpWαq-edge and not a BpXαq-edge, then x P µ and y P ν where µ and ν are maximal
simplices that are joined by an edge of BpWαq. However, µ and ν will have at least one base
curve in common and this curve will need to be at most distance 1 from both x and y in
BpXαq. Thus dBpXαqpx, yq ¤ 2.

Next we check that the inclusion of Xα into BpXαq is also a quasi-isometry. Consider
the map B0pXαq Ñ X0

α that sends x Ñ supppxq. Lemma 6.1 showed this map is p1, 0q-
coarsely Lipschitz, making the inclusion of Xα into BpXαq an isometric embedding. Since
each element of BpXαq is at most 1 away from an element of Xα, the two spaces are quasi-
isometric.

We now prove the quasi-isometric embedding and hyperbolicity of the links of simplices
of BpXαq. We will continue to use lkBpµq to denote the link of µ in BpXαq and we will use
BSatpµq to denote the saturation of µ in BpXαq. Define BpYµq to be BpXαq

�BpWαq�BSatpµq
and let BHpµq be the subset of BpYµq spanned by lkBpµq—as before we are taking the link
in BpXαq then taking the span in BpYµq. The spaces Ybasepµq and Hpbasepµqq are the spaces
defined in Section 5.3. All graphs are given their intrinsic path metrics.

Proposition 6.9. For each non-maximal simplex µ of BpXαq, the space BHpµq is hyperbolic
and the inclusion of BHpµq into BpYµq is a uniform quasi-isometric embedding. Moreover,
BHpµq falls into one of three cases:

� BHpµq has bounded diameter because lkBpµq is a join or a single vertex.

� basepµq � supppµq, basepµq is not a pants decomposition of Sz, and µ contains no
unmarked base curves. In this case, the inclusion of Hpbasepµqq into BHpµq is a
uniform quasi-isometry.

� basepµq is a pants decomposition of Sz and µ contains exactly one unmarked base curve
c. In this case, BHpµq is equal to CpAcq.

We break the proof into four cases based on µ. In the first two cases, the BpXαq-link
of µ is join, so BHpµq has bounded diameter, automatically satisfying the hyperbolicity
and quasi-isometric embedding properties. In the third case, we reduce the problem to the
results we established for Hpbasepµqq in the non-annular case. The final case addresses links
consisting only of marking arcs. In this case, we use the subsurface projection to annular
complexes.

Proof of Proposition 6.9.

1. Suppose supppµq � basepµq. By Lemma 6.2, lkBpµq is either a join or a single vertex.

2. Suppose supppµq � basepµq, basepµq is not a pants decomposition of Sz, and there is
an unmarked base curve c P basepµq. In this case, every vertex of lkBpµq � Bpcq is
joined by an edge to each vertex of Bpcq, so lkBpµq is a join.
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3. Suppose supppµq � basepµq, basepµq is not a pants decomposition of Sz, and µ has no
unmarked base curves. In this case, lkBpµq is a copy of lkXpbasepµqq with the Bpcq-
vertices attached to each Xα-vertex. Thus, we have an inclusion of Y 0

basepµq into B0pYµq

that sends H0pbasepµqq into BH0pµq. Further, this map can be extended over edges as
follows: if x, y P Y 0

basepµq are joined by an Xα-edge (i.e. they are disjoint curves), then

they are joined by a BpXαq-edge as well. If instead x and y are joined by a Wα-edge,
then the proof of Proposition 6.7 shows that we can also find two maximal simplices
that are joined by a flip edge of BpWαq and contain x and y respectively.

We argue that this inclusion is actually a quasi-isometry on all of Ybasepµq and when
restricted to Hpbasepµqq. Consider the map B0pYµq Ñ Y 0

basepµq defined by y Ñ supppyq.

An identical argument as given in Lemma 6.1 shows that this map induces a p1, 0q-
coarsely Lipschitz map BpYµq Ñ Ybasepµq. Thus the inclusion Ybasepµq Ñ BpYµq is an
isometric embedding by Lemma 2.3. However, since each vertex of BpYµq is at most 1
away from a vertex of Ybasepµq, the inclusion of Ybasepµq into BpYµq is a quasi-isometry.
Further, the subset Hpbasepµqq is quasi-isometric to the subset BHpµq.

Since Hpbasepµqq is hyperbolic and quasi-isometrically embeds in Ybasepµq by Proposi-
tion 5.18, we have that BHpµq is hyperbolic and quasi-isometrically embeds in BpYµq.
Uniformity of the constants follows from the uniformity of the constants in Proposition
5.18.

4. Suppose supppµq � basepµq is a pants decomposition and unmarkpµq � H. If µ
has more than one unmarked base curve, then lkBpµq is a join of the Bpcq for these
unmarked base curves and hence BHpµq is bounded. Thus we can assume there exists
exactly one unmarked base curve c. Hence, lkBpµq � Bpcq and BHpµq is the graph
with vertex set Bpcq and an edge between to vertices t and t1 if dAcpt, t

1q � 1. Since
Bpcq is the vertex set of CpAcq, this means BHpµq � CpAcq which is hyperbolic.

We claim that every vertex y P BpYµq � BHpµq has supppyq intersecting c. First, we
know supppyq � c as supppyq � c would imply that y P Bpcq � BH0pµq. If supppyq
was disjoint from c, then we could find a simplex ν of BpXαq that contains y and has
lkBpνq � Bpcq � lkBpµq. To do this, start with a pants decomposition of Sz � c that
contains supppyq and uses only curves from Xα. Then select marking arcs for each of
these curve so that y is a marking arc if y P Bpsupppyqq. Since the existence of such a
simplex ν would imply y R BpYµq, it must be the case that supppyq intersects c.

Since the curve supppyq intersects c for each y P BpYµq � BHpµq, the subsurface
projection πAcpsupppyqq is non-empty. Thus, we can define ψµ : B0pYµq Ñ BHpµq �
CpAcq by ψµpyq � πAcpsupppyqq when y R BH0pµq and ψµpyq � y when y P BH0pµq �
C0pAcq.

To prove ψµ is coarsely Lipschitz, we uniformly bound the distance between a pair of
vertices of BpYµq that are joined by an edge. If two curves x, y P B0pYµq � BH0pµq
are joined by an edge of BpYµq and supppxq � supppyq, then ipsupppxq, supppyqq ¤ 4.
By construction of the annular complex, dAcpsupppxq, supppyqq is uniformly bounded
in terms of the intersection number ipsupppxq, supppyqq. Thus dBHpµqpψµpxq, ψpµqq is
uniformly bounded. If y P B0pYµq � BH0pµq and x P BH0pµq are joined by an edge
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of BpYµq, then dAcpsupppyq, xq ¤ 1 because they are joined by a BpWαq-edge coming
from a flip move. The map ψµ is therefore coarsely Lipschitz, proving BHpµq is quasi-
isometrically embedded in BpYµq.

6.4 Eα is an HHG

We now conclude our proof that Eα is a hierarchically hyperbolic group.

Theorem 6.10. The pair pBpXαq, BpWαqq is a combinatorial HHS and the group Eα acts
on BpXαq with finitely many orbits of links of simplices. In particular, Eα is a hierarchically
hyperbolic group.

Proof. We have proved the requirements for pBpXαq, BpWαqq to be a combinatorial HHS in
the following results:

� If µ1, . . . , µn is a sequence of simplices of BpXαq so that lkpµ1q � � � � � lkpµnq, then
there is a corresponding sequence of properly nested subsurface of Sz by Lemma 6.3
and Remark 6.4. Hence, n is bounded in terms of the complexity of Sz, which is
determined by S.

� The hyperbolicity of BpXαq
�BpWαq (Item 2) was shown in Lemma 6.8.

� The hyperbolicity and quasi-isometric embedding conditions (Item 3) were verified in
Proposition 6.9.

� The combinatorial conditions (Items 4 and 5) where shown in Propositions 6.5 and
6.7 respectively. Note, the condition proved is Proposition 6.5 is strictly stronger than
what is required by the definition of a combinatorial HHS, since diampBHpµqq ¡ 2
implies lkBpµq is not a join.

This implies that BpWαq is connected and a hierarchically hyperbolic space. We now verify
the additional requirements from Theorem 2.18 for Eα to be a hierarchically hyperbolic
group.

Because the action of Eα on BpXαq is induced by the action of Eα on Sz, the action of Eα
on the maximal simplices of BpXαq induces the same action on BpWαq as the action induced
by Eα acting on Sz. It remains to verify that the action of Eα on BpWαq is metrically proper
and cobounded plus that there are finitely many Eα-orbits of links of simplices of BpXαq.

Coboundedly. Because Eα acts coboundedly on Wα it suffices to prove that for any
µ, ν P B0pWαq, if dWαpbasepµq, basepνqq ¤ 1, then there exist φ, ψ P Eα so that

dBpWαqpφpµq, ψpνqq

is uniformly bounded.
Suppose µ, ν P B0pWαq with dWαpbasepµq, basepνqq ¤ 1. Recall, there exists universal

number D ¥ 1 (independent of S) so that for each curve b on Sz, the quotient of the annular
complex CpAbq by the subgroup generated by the Dehn twist around b has diameter D. Thus,
if basepµq � basepνq, then there exists φ P MCGpS; zq so that φ is product of Dehn twists
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around curves in basepµq, and for each b P basepµq, the marking arc of φpµq for b is CpAbq-
distance D from the marking arc of ν for b. Further, φ P Eα since it is the product of Dehn
twist about curves in Xα. Hence, by performing at most D twist moves on each curve of ν,
we can bound dBpWαqpφpµq, νq by D times the number of curves in a pants decomposition of
Sz as desired.

If instead basepµq is joined by an edge of Wα to basepνq, then there must exist c P basepµq
and d P basepνq so that pbasepµq � cq Y d � basepνq and ipc, dq ¤ 4. This implies πAcpdq �
C0pAcq � Bpcq and πAdpcq � C0pAdq � Bpdq.

Similarly to the previous case, there exists φ, ψ P MCGpS; zq so that φpµq and ψpνq
satisfy:

1. basepφpµqq � basepµq and basepψpνqq � basepνq because φ and ψ are products of Dehn
twists about curves in basepµq and basepνq respectively. Since each of these Dehn
twists are around a curve in Xα, φ and ψ are both elements of Eα.

2. For each b P basepµq � c � basepνq � d, the marking arc of φpµq for b is CpAbq-distance
D from the marking arc of ψpνq for b.

3. The marking arc of φpµq for c is CpAcq-distance D from πAcpdq and the marking arc of
ψpνq for d is CpAdq-distance D from πAdpcq.

By performing at most D twist moves for each curve in basepφpµqq and at most D twist
moves in the annular complex for d P basepψpνqq we can produce two markings that differ
by a flip between c and d. Thus, we have that dBpWαqpφpµq, ψpνqq is bounded above by 2D
times the number of curves in a pants decomposition of Sz.

Metrically properly. Our argument uses Masur and Minsky’s graph of clean markings
MpSzq and the subsurface projection of markings. We direct the reader to Section 2.4 to
recall the necessary definitions and properties that we will need for working with MpSzq.

For each µ P BpWαq, let clpµq be the set of clean markings that are compatible with µ;
see Theorem 2.8. There is a uniform bound on the diameter of clpµq in MpSq depending on
Sz. We first show that the map BpWαq ÑMpSzq by µÑ clpµq is coarsely Lipschitz.

Let µ, ν P BpWαq be joined by an edge. The definition of the edges plus Lemma 2.4
ensures that dV pµ, νq is uniformly bounded for every subsurface V of Sz. This implies
dV pclpµq, clpνqq is uniformly bounded because for each µ1 P clpµq and ν 1 P clpνq and for each
subsurface V , we have

dV pµ
1, ν 1q ¤ dV pµ

1, µq � dV pµ, νq � dV pν, ν
1q � 6 ¤ dV pµ, νq � 12.

By applying the second item in Theorem 2.8, we can therefore find D ¥ 0, depending only
on Sz, so that for any µ, ν P BpWαq joined by an edge we have

dMpSqpclpµq, clpνqq ¤ D.

Further, by possibly enlarging D, we can assume diamMpSqpclpµqq ¤ D for each µ P BpWαq.
By Lemma 2.2, the map BpWαq ÑMpSzq by µÑ clpµq is p3D, 0q-coarsely Lipschitz.

Now, let ballBr p�q and ballMr p�q denote the balls of radius r inBpWαq and MpSq receptively.
For each r ¥ 0 and µ P BpWαq, the set tg P Eα : g � ballBr pµq X ballBr pµq � Hu is a subset of

tg P Eα : g � ballM3Drpclpµqq X ballM3Drpclpµqq � Hu.
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Because Eα is a subgroup of MCGpS; zq, Eα acts metrically properly on MpSq (Theorem
2.8). Thus,

tg P Eα : g � ballM3Drpclpµqq X ballM3Drpclpµqq � Hu

contains finitely many elements of Eα. This implies tg P Eα : g�ballBr pµqXballBr pµq � Hu also
contains only finitely many elements of Eα, making the action of Eα on BpWαq metrically
proper.

Finitely many orbits of links. For a simplex µ of BpXαq, define µ � supppµq '
markarcpµq. Note, for any simplex µ, we have basepµq � supppµq � supppµq. Because
basepµq � supppµq, Lemma 6.3 implies that lkBpµq is determined by the subsurface Usupppµq

and the unmarked base curves of µ. Because there are finitely many Eα-orbits of both curves
in Xα and subsurfaces V � Sz where BV � Xα, there can only be a finite number of Eα-
orbits of BpXαq-links of the µ’s. By Lemma 6.2, lkBpµq � lkBpµq � supppµq � basepµq for
each µ. Since supppµq�basepµq is a multicurve of curves in Xα, there are only finitely many
Eα-orbits of possibilities for supppµq � basepµq as well. Thus, there are only finitely many
Eα-orbits of BpXαq-links of simplices.

7 A description of the HHG structure for Eα

We now provide an explicit description of the hierarchically hyperbolic group structure that
Eα receives from Theorem 6.10. We start by recalling the defining information of a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic structure (Sections 7.1). We embrace a slightly non-standard set of notation
in this subsection to draw a distinction between curve complexes/subsurface projection maps
and the hyperbolic spaces/projection maps of an abstract HHS. Next we describe the hierar-
chically hyperbolic structure that Theorem 2.18 imparts on an abstract combinatorial HHS
(Section 7.2). The two subsequent subsections take this hierarchically hyperbolic structure
for the space Wα (Section 7.3) and the group Eα (Section 7.4) and reinterpret it using the
topology of the surface . The final subsection uses this specific structure to show that some
previously established results in the literature apply to Eα (Section 7.5).

This section is largely expository and intentionally does not provide the full definition of
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and groups. We direct the reader to [BHS19] and [Sis19] for
detailed discussion of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and to [BHMS20] for combinatorial
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

7.1 The defining data of an HHS structure

An E-hierarchically hyperbolic space structure on a geodesic metric space X is a set S
indexing a collection of E-hyperbolic spaces tHpV quV PS and equipped with three relations:
nesting (�), orthogonality (K), and transversality (&). For each V P S, there exists a
surjective pE,Eq-coarsely Lipschitz map τV : X Ñ HpV q called the projection to V . The
relation � is a partial order on S that contains a unique maximal element. Whenever
V � U in S there exists a distinguished subset ρVU in HpUq with diameter at most E.
The relations K and & are both symmetric and anti-reflexive. Whenever V&U , there exist
distinguished subsets ρVU � HpUq and ρUV � HpV q each of diameter at most E. When V � U
or V&U , we call the subset ρVU the relative projection from V to U . Every pair of distinct
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elements of S is related by exactly one of the relations �, K, or &. To be a hierarchically
hyperbolic space structure for X , the set S and these relations and projection need to satisfy
a number of axioms; see [BHS19] or [Sis19] for a complete definition.

An HHS structure S for a geodesic space X is an hierarchically hyperbolic group structure
for a finitely generated group G if G acts metrically properly and coboundedly on X and
there is an �, K, and & preserving action of G on S by bijections satisfying:

1. S has finitely many G-orbits;

2. For each V P S and g P G, there exists an isometry gV : HpV q Ñ HpgV q satisfying the
following for all V, U P S and g, h P G.

� The map pghqV : HpV q Ñ HpghV q is equal to the map ghV �hV : HpV q Ñ HphV q.
� For each x P X , gV pτV pxqq and τgV pg � xq are at most E far apart in HpgV q.

� If V&U or V � U , then gV pρ
V
U q and ρgVgU are at most E far apart in HpgV q.

7.2 The HHS structure for combinatorial HHSs

Let pX,W q be a combinatorial HHS. Recall the equivalence relation on simplices of X:
∆ � ∆1 if lkp∆q � lkp∆1q. Let r∆s denote the �-equivalence class of the simplex ∆. We
adopt the convention that the empty set is a simplex of X whose link is all of X. Let S be
the set of �-equivalence classes of all non-maximal simplices of X, including the empty set.

This set S is the index set for the HHS structure for W provided by Theorem 2.18.
We define r∆s � r∆1s if lkp∆q � lkp∆1q and define r∆s K r∆1s if lkp∆q � lkplkp∆1qq—or
equivalently lkp∆1q � lkplkp∆qq. We define r∆s&r∆1s if r∆s M r∆1s and neither is nested into
the other. The �-maximal element of S is rHs and its associated hyperbolic space is X�W .
For each r∆s P S � trHsu, the associated hyperbolic space is Hp∆q. Note, this means the
hyperbolic space associated to r∆s has bounded diameter whenever lkp∆q is a join or a single
vertex.

The projection map τr∆s : W Ñ Hp∆q is defined as follows. Let σ P W 0. Since σ is a
maximal simplex in X, there must be a vertex of σ contained in the space Y∆ � X�W �
Satp∆q. The space Y∆ is shown to be hyperbolic in Section 3 of [BHMS20]. SinceHp∆q quasi-
isometrically embeds into Y∆, there is a coarse closest point projection p∆ : Y∆ Ñ Hp∆q.

Define τr∆spσq � p∆pσ X Y 0
∆q. The relative projections are similarly defined by ρ

r∆1s
r∆s �

p∆pY
0

∆1 X Y 0
∆q whenever r∆s � r∆1s or r∆s&r∆1s. The hyperbolic spaces and projections are

well defined because Y∆ � Y∆1 and Hp∆q � Hp∆1q whenever ∆ � ∆1.

7.3 The HHS structure for Wα

Let Sα be the HHS structure given to Wα by virtue of pXα,Wαq being a combinatorial HHS.
We give an interpretation of the relations and hyperbolic spaces for elements of Sα using
the topology of subsurfaces and curves of Sz.

By Lemma 5.8, there is a bijection between links of simplices µ in Xα and the compli-
mentary subsurfaces Uµ. Thus, we can identify the index set Sα with the set of subsurfaces
tUµ : µ is a non-maximal simplex of Xαu. Lemma 5.8 also says that the nesting of links
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lkpµq � lkpµ1q is equivalent to the containment of subsurfaces Uµ � Uµ1 . Lemma 7.1 below
verifies that lkpµq � lkplkpµ1qq if and only if Uµ and Uµ1 are disjoint. Thus the nesting, orthog-
onality, and transversality of the elements of Sα respectively correspond to the containment,
disjointness, and overlapping of the subsurfaces in tUµ : µ is a non-maximal simplex of Xαu.

The hyperbolic spaces associated to subsurfaces come in two types. If µ is of subsurface
type, then the hyperbolic space Hpµq is the modified curve graph C 1pUµq given in Definition
2.6. If µ is of tree guided type, then the hyperbolic space Hpµq is the subset of C 1pSz � µq
spanned by the curves c with Πpcq disjoint from α. This subset is quasi-isometric to tree.

Lemma 7.1. For any non-maximal simplices µ, µ1 � Xα, we have lkpµq � lkplkpµ1qq if and
only if Uµ and Uµ1 are disjoint

Proof. Since lkpµq and lkpµ1q are spanned by the curves of Xα that are on Uµ and Uµ1

respectively, if Uµ and Uµ1 are disjoint, then lkpµq � lkplkpµ1qq because every curve in lkpµq
is disjoint from every curve in lkpµ1q.

Conversely if lkpµq � lkplkpµ1qq, then Uµ must be disjoint from Uµ1 since Uµ and Uµ1 are
filled by the curves in lkpµq and lkpµ1q respectively.

7.4 The HHG structure for Eα

Let BSα denote the HHS structure for BpWαq arising from pBpXαq, BpWαqq being a com-
binatorial HHS. By Theorem 6.10, BSα is also an HHG structure for Eα. Let BST

α denote
the set of equivalence classes of simplices µ � BpXαq with supppµq � basepµq. We start by
describing in topological terms the HHS data for equivalence classes of simplices in BST

α .
At the end we will describe why the other simplices can essentially be ignored when working
with the HHG structure BSα for Eα.

Define Cµ to be the disjoint union the set of annuli tAc : c P unmarkpµqu. Lemma 6.3
implies that lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q if and only if Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q and Cµ � Cµ1 . Thus, the
set BST

α can be identified with the set of all pairs of subsurfaces pUsupppµq, Cµq. Lemma
6.3 showed that lkBpµq � lkBpµ

1q, and hence the � relation, is equivalent to the following
“dictionary nesting” of subsurfaces:

pUsupppµq, Cµq � pUsupppµ1q, Cµ1q ðñ Usupppµq � Usupppµ1q and Cµ � Usupppµ1q Y Cµ1 .

Lemma 7.2 below shows that lkBpµq � lkBplkBpµ
1qq if and only if Usupppµq Y Cµ is disjoint

from Usupppµ1q Y Cµ1 . Hence

pUsupppµq, Cµq K pUsupppµ1q, Cµ1q ðñ Usupppµq Y Cµ and Usupppµ1q Y Cµ1 are disjoint.

Proposition 6.9 showed that there are three possibilities for the hyperbolic space BHpµq
when rµs P BSα. When Usupppµq Y Cµ is not connected, then BHpµq has bounded diameter
since lkBpµq is a join. If Cµ � H and Usupppµq is connected, then BHpµq is quasi-isometric to
Hpsupppµqq, which in turn falls into one of the two case described in the previous section.
Finally, when Usupppµq � H and Cµ is an single annulus Ac, then BHpµq is the annular
complex CpAcq.

Finally consider a simplex µ where basepµq � supppµq. For such a simplex, define µ �
supppµq ' markarcpµq. Then lkBpµq � lkBpµq ' psupppµq � basepµqq. Thus, the hyperbolic
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spaces associated to equivalence classes of such simplices will have finite diameter. Further,
for any simplex µ1 if lkBpµ

1q � lkBpµq, then either lkBpµ
1q is a join or lkBpµ

1q � lkBpµq. With
these two facts, one can essentially ignore the elements of BSα with basepµq � supppµq
when working with the hierarchically hyperbolic structure of BpWαq (or Eα); Lemma 7.6 in
the next section is an example of this philosophy. In fact, one could use these two facts to
prove that BST

α itself an HHS structure for BpWαq. We have forgone this work as we have
no need for it.

Lemma 7.2. Let µ, µ1 � BpXαq be non-maximal simplices with supppµq � basepµq and
supppµ1q � basepµ1q. Then lkBpµq � lkBplkBpµ

1qq if and only if UsupppµqYCµ and Usupppµ1qYCµ1

are disjoint.

Proof. We start by describing lkBplkBpηqq when η � BpXαq is a simplex with supppηq �
basepηq. By Lemma 6.2, lkBpηq is spanned by the set of vertices:

tx P BpXαq : supppxq P lkXpsupppηqqu Y
¤

cPunmarkpηq

Bpcq. (�)

Let y P lkBplkBpηqq. There are two facts we shall need about y.

I. supppyq is disjoint from Usupppηq: to start, supppyq R lkXpsupppηqq, since y R lkBpηq.
Thus, the only way for y to joined by edge to each vertex of lkBpηq, is for supppyq to be
disjoint from every curve in lkXpsupppηqq. Since Usupppηq is defined to be the subsurface
filled by the curves in lkXpsupppηqq, we must have that y is disjoint from Usupppηq.

II. for each unmarked base curve c of η, either y � c or supppyq is disjoint from c: if c is an
unmarked base curve of η, then Bpcq � lkBpηq. Hence, y must be joined by an edge to
each vertex of Bpcq. The only way for that to happen is if y � c or supppyq is disjoint
from c.

Assume lkBpµq � lkBplkBpµ
1qq. Because of (�), Usupppµq Y Cµ is precisely the subsurface

filled by the set of curves tsupppyq : y P lkBpµqu. By Item I, supppyq is disjoint from Usupppµ1q

for all y P lkBpµq. Hence Usupppµq Y Cµ is also disjoint from Usupppµ1q.
To show that Usupppµq Y Cµ is disjoint from Cµ1 , we will prove that every curve in the

set tsupppyq : y P lkBpµqu is disjoint from every unmarked base curve of µ1. This implies
Usupppµq Y Cµ is disjoint from Cµ1 , since the unmarked base curves of µ1 fill Cµ1 . By Item II,
if y P lkBpµq and c1 is an unmarked base curve of µ1, then either y � c1 or supppyq is disjoint
from c1. Since supppµq � basepµq, (�) implies that Bpc1q � lkBpµq if y � c1. However,
Bpc1q � lkBpµ

1q by (�), implying Bpc1q � lkBplkBpµ
1qq. Since lkBpµq � lkBplkBpµ

1qq, this
means y � c1 and hence supppyq must be disjoint from c1 as desired.

Now assume that Usupppµq YCµ and Usupppµ1q YCµ1 are disjoint and let y P lkBpµq. Hence
we have either supppyq � Usupppµq or supppyq � Cµ. Thus, supppyq is disjoint from both
Usupppµ1q and Cµ1 . Since supppyq is disjoint from Usupppµ1q, supppyq is disjoint from every curve
in lkXpsupppµ1qq and hence y joined be an edge to every vertex of

tx P B0pXαq : supppxq P lkXpsupppµ1qqu.

Similarly, supppyq begin disjoint from Cµ1 implies that supppyq is disjoint from each unmarked
base curve of µ1. But this implies y is joined by an edge to each vertex in Bpc1q for each
c1 P unmarkpµ1q. By (�), this makes y P lkBplkBpµ

1qq
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7.5 Some applications of the HHS structure

We now use the HHG structure BSα to prove the remaining statements from Theorem 1.3
of the introduction. These results rely on two facts: (1) X�Wα

α is a quasi-tree (2) a minor
modification of BSα produces an HHG structure of Eα that has an additional property
called unbounded products originally defined by Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham [ABD21].
The definition we give below of unbounded products is equivalent to the original definition
in the setting of hierarchically hyperbolic groups and avoids having to describe unneeded
additional aspects of the theory of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.

Definition 7.3. A hierarchically hyperbolic group pG,Sq has unbounded products if for all
non-�-maximal U P S, whenever there exists V � U with diampHpV qq � 8, there also
exists Q K U so that diampHpQqq � 8.

Given any hierarchically hyperbolic group pG,Sq, Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham pro-
vide an explicit construction of a new hierarchically hyperbolic group structure T with un-
bounded products for G. In certain cases, this new structure maintains the same �-maximal
hyperbolic space.

Theorem 7.4 ([ABD21, Theorem 3.7]). Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group.
There exists a hierarchically hyperbolic groups structure T for G with unbounded products.
Moreover, if for every non-�-maximal U P S with diampHpUqq � 8 there is V P S so that
V K U and diampHpV qq � 8, then the �-maximal hyperbolic space of T can be taken to be
the �-maximal hyperbolic space of S.

Remark 7.5. While the moreover clause of Theorem 7.4 is not given in the statement in
[ABD21], it is explicit in Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham’s construction of the hyperbolic
spaces for the new structure T.

Our HHG structure BSα for Eα does not have unbounded products itself, but the next
lemma verifies that BSα does satisfy the hypotheses of the moreover clause of Theorem 7.4.
This allows us to use Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham’s construction without changing the
�-maximal hyperbolic space.

Lemma 7.6. For every rµs P BSα, if µ � H and diampBHpµqq � 8, then there exist
rνs P Sα with rνs K rµs and diampBHpνqq � 8.

Proof. Let µ be a non-maximal, non-empty simplex of BSα so that diampBHpµqq � 8.
If supppµq � basepµq, then Lemma 6.2 makes lkBpµq a join. Since this would imply that
diampBHpµqq ¤ 2, we know supppµq � basepµq.

Recall, Cµ is the disjoint union of annuli whose core curves are the unmarked base curves
of µ. By Lemma 6.2, Usupp pµqYCµ is filled by the set of curves tsupppyq : y P lkBpµqu. Hence,
if Usupp pµqYCµ is disconnected, then lkBpµq would have to be a join. Since this would imply
BHpµq has bounded diameter, we know Usupp pµq Y Cµ is connected.

Since Usupp pµq Y Cµ is connected, we have two cases: either Cµ � H and Usupppµq is
connected or Usupppµq � H and Cµ is an single annulus. In either case, there is a curve
c P X0

α that is disjoint from Usupp pµq Y Cµ and is not the core curve of Cµ in the case
Usupppµq � H. Lemma 5.4 implies that there exists a simplex σ of BpXαq so that
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� c P basepσq;

� basepσq is a pants decomposition of Sz;

� c is the only unmarked base curve of σ.

The BpXαq-link of σ is exactly Bpcq, and hence BHpσq has infinite diameter as it is a quasi-
isometric to a line (Proposition 6.9). Further, rσs P BST

α , Usupppσq � H, and Cσ is precisely
the annulus with core curve c. Since Cσ is disjoint from Usupp pµq Y Cµ and Usupppσq � H, we
have rσs K rµs by Lemma 7.2.

Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham prove the following results about HHGs with unbounded
products; see [ABD21] for the relevant definitions.

Theorem 7.7 ([ABD21]). Let pG,Tq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group with unbounded
products and let T be the �-maximal element of T.

� The action of G on HpT q is the largest cobounded acylindrical action of G on a hyper-
bolic space.

� A subgroup H   G is stable if and only if the orbit map of H into HpT q is a quasi-
isometric embedding.

Cordes, Charney, and Sisto recently provided a complete topological characterization of
the Morse boundaries of certain groups [CCS]. While they do not tackle hierarchically hyper-
bolic groups directly, their methods are readily adopted to certain hierarchically hyperbolic
groups with unbounded products. In the appendix, we use their techniques along with the
work of Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham to establish the following; see the appendix or
[CCS] for the definition of the Morse boundary and ω-Cantor space.

Theorem 7.8. Let pG,Tq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group with unbounded products and
let T be the �-maximal element of T. If HpT q is a quasi-tree and G is not hyperbolic, then
the Morse boundary of G is homeomorphic to an ω-Cantor space.

Proof. This is Corollary A.8 in the appendix.

Combining these results, we can provide a proof of the remaining claims of Theorem 1.3.

Corollary 7.9.

1. The action of Eα on Xα is the largest cobounded acylindrical action of Eα on a hyper-
bolic space.

2. A subgroup H   Eα is stable if and only if the orbit map of H into Xα is a quasi-
isometric embedding. In particular, every stable subgroup of Eα is virtually free.

3. The Morse boundary of Eα is an ω-Cantor set.

Proof. Combining Lemma 7.6 with Theorem 7.4, there is an HHG structure T for Eα where
the �-maximal hyperbolic space of T is the �-maximal hyperbolic space of BSα. Lemma
6.8 showed that the �-maximal element of BSα is Eα-equivariantly quasi-isometric to the
quasi-tree Xα. The conclusions then follow from Theorems 7.7 and 7.8 plus the fact that
any finitely generated group whose orbit map in a quasi-tree is a quasi-isometric embedding
is virtually free.
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A Appendix: HHGs and ω-Cantor set boundaries

Charney, Cordes, and Sisto recently gave the first topological descriptions of the Morse
boundaries of non-hyperbolic groups [CCS]. They proved the Morse boundaries of most
right-angled Artin groups and graph manifold groups are homeomorphic to a specific limit
of Cantor spaces that they call an ω-Cantor space. This appendix describes how their
techniques can be straight forwardly extended to prove the same result for a broader class of
groups. The main motivation is to show that certain hierarchically hyperbolic groups will also
have ω-Cantor space boundaries. However, as the full power of hierarchical hyperbolicity will
not be needed for our proof, we will instead work in the simpler setting of Morse detectable
groups introduced by the author, Spriano, and Tran [RST19].

Notation

Throughout, G will be a finitely generated group with a fixed finite generating set. Whenever
we discuss G as a metric space, we are referring to the path metric on the Cayley graph of
G with respect to this finite generating set. We will denote the Morse boundary of G by
BMG and the Gromov boundary of a hyperbolic space X by BX. Throughout, I will denote
a closed interval of the real line. We remark that we are intentionally glib about the theory
of Morse boundaries and direct the reader to Cordes’ excellent survey on the topic for more
details [Cor19].

Morse Boundaries

Given a function N : r1,8q�r0,8q Ñ r0,8q we say that a geodesic γ : I Ñ G is N -Morse if
every pk, cq-quasi-geodesic α with endpoints on γ is contained in the Npk, cq-neighborhood
of γ. We call the function N the Morse gauge of γ. Let M denote the set of Morse gauges
of all geodesics in G. The set M has a partial order where N ¤ N 1 if Npk, cq ¤ N 1pk, cq for
all k ¥ 1 and c ¥ 0.

For each N P M, we let GN denote the set of elements g P G so that there exists a N -
Morse geodesic connecting the identity e to g. Cordes and Hume proved that the restriction
of the metric of G to GN makes GN into a δ-hyperbolic metric space, where δ is determined
by N [CD17, Proposition 2.3]. Let BNMG denote the Gromov boundary of GN with e as the
base point. By definition, if N ¤ N 1, then GN � GN 1

and BNMG � BN
1

M G.
The Morse boundary of G is the direct limit of the BNMG. That is,

BMG � limÝÑ
M
BNMG.

A consequence of this definition is that each strata BNMG is a compact subset of the Morse
boundary.

Lemma A.1 ([CH17, Theorem 3.14]). For each Morse gauge N , BNMG is a compact subset
of BMG.

An important property of the Morse boundary is that the Gromov boundaries of stable
subgroup embed into the Morse boundary of the entire group; see [CD17] or [DT15] for the
definition of a stable subgroup.
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Lemma A.2 ([CD17, Corollary 2.12]). If H is a stable subgroup of G, then H is hyperbolic
and the inclusion of H into G induces a continuous injection of BH into BMG.

Charney, Cordes, and Sisto defined an ω-Cantor space as the direct limit of countably
many Cantor spaces where each Cantor space has empty interior in the next Cantor space;
see [CCS] for full details. They prove that all ω-Cantor sets are homeomorphic and give the
following sufficient condition for the Morse boundary of a group to be an ω-Cantor set.

Theorem A.3 ([CCS, Theorem 1.4]). If BMG is totally disconnected, σ-compact, and con-
tains a Cantor space, then BMG is homeomorphic to either a Cantor space or an ω-Cantor
space. Moreover, BMG is a Cantor space if and only if G is virtually free.

Morse detectability

Our proof that certain HHGs have ω-Cantor space boundaries only needs the following Morse
detectable property.

Definition A.4 (Morse Detectable). A finitely generated group G is Morse detectable if
there exists a hyperbolic space X and a coarsely Lipschitz map π : G Ñ X so that for any
pk, cq-quasi-geodesic γ : I Ñ G the following hold.

1. For each N P M, if γ is N -Morse, then there exists λ ¥ 1 depending on N , k, and c,
so that π � γ is a pλ, λq-quasi-geodesic of X.

2. For each λ ¥ 1, if π � γ is an pλ, λq-quasi-geodesic, then γ is N -Morse for some N
determined by k, c, and λ.

If the space X is a quasi-tree, then we say G is Morse detectable in a quasi-tree.

Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham prove that unbounded products imply a hierarchically
hyperbolic groups is also Morse detectable.

Theorem A.5 ([ABD21, Corollary 6.2]). If pG,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic group with
unbounded products, then G is Morse detectable in the �-maximal hyperbolic space of S.

Morse detectability allows us to conclude that the Morse boundary is σ-compact and
continuously embeds in the Gromov boundary of the detecting space.

Lemma A.6. If G is Morse detectable in the space X, then

1. BMG is σ-compact;

2. the map π : GÑ X induces a continuous injection Bπ : BMGÑ BX.

Proof. σ-compact. For each λ P N, define BλMG to be the subset of points in BMG that are
represented by a geodesic ray γ : I Ñ G so that π � γ is a pλ, λq-quasi-geodesic ray in X. We
claim that the closures of the BλMG give an exhaustion of BMG by compact sets.

Because G is Morse detectable, for each λ P N, there exists N P M so that BλMG is
contained in some BNMG for N determined by λ. Thus the closure of each BλMG is compact
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since each BNMG is compact (Lemma A.1). On the other hand, Morse detectability also
implies that for each Morse gauge N PM, there is some λ P N so that BNMG � BλMG. Thus,
BMG is contained in the union of the closures of the BλMG.

Continuous embedding. The definition of Morse detectable make the restriction of π
to GN a quasi-isometric embedding with constants depending ultimately only on N . Since
quasi-isometric embeddings of hyperbolic spaces extend to continuous injections on their
boundaries, we have that π induces a continuous injection BNMGÑ BX for each N PM. Since
BMG is the direct limit of the BNMG’s, this induces a continuous injection Bπ : BMGÑ BX.

When our group is Morse detectable in a quasi-tree, we can verify Charney, Cordes, and
Sisto’s condition for the boundary to be an ω-Cantor set.

Theorem A.7. Suppose BMG is non-empty. If G is Morse detectable in a quasi-tree and
not hyperbolic, then BMG is homeomorphic to an ω-Cantor space.

Proof. Let X be the quasi-tree that detects the Morse quasi-geodesics of G. By Lemma A.6,
BMG is σ-compact. Since the Gromov boundary of a quasi-tree is totally disconnected, the
continuous injection Bπ : BMGÑ BX forces BMG to be totally disconnected. Therefore, the
only requirement of Theorem A.3 that we still need to verify is that BMG contains a Cantor
space.

Corollary 4.9 of [RST19] says any Morse detectable group that has non-empty Morse
boundary is either virtually cyclic or contains a stable free subgroup of rank at least 2. The
desired Cantor subspace thus comes from the Gromov boundary of this stable free subgroup
by Lemma A.2.

As a corollary of Theorem A.7, we show that the Morse boundaries of some HHGs are
ω-Cantor spaces. This proves Theorem 7.8 from the main text.

Corollary A.8. Let pG,Sq be a non-hyperbolic hierarchically hyperbolic group with non-
empty Morse boundary. If S has unbounded products and the �-maximal hyperbolic space
of S is a quasi-tree, then BMG is homeomorphic to an ω-Cantor space.

Proof. By Theorem A.5, the group G is Morse detectable with the �-maximal hyperbolic
space in S. Thus, the conclusion is a special case of Theorem A.7.

We conclude by highlighting another hierarchically hyperbolic group whose Morse bound-
ary is an ω-Cantor space because of Corollary A.8.

Example A.9. Let H be the handlebody group of a genus 2 handlebody. Miller proved H
has a hierarchically hyperbolic group structure with unbounded products [Che20]. Further,
Miller shows that the �-maximal space in this structure is a quasi-tree because it is the
contact graph of a CAT(0) cube complex (they also prove this space is quasi-isometric to
the disk graph of the genus 2 handlebody). Thus, BMH is an ω-Cantor space. In the case of
genus 3 or larger, the handlebody group is known to not be hierarchically hyperbolic [HH21]
although the question of whether it is or is not Morse detectable is open.
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